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Summary 
 

Objective The SummIt-BMT (Summarize It in Bone Marrow Transplantation) system for extractive 
question-oriented summarizing in bone marrow transplantation is aimed at supporting physicians in a 
semantic web environment. Methods and Material SummIt-BMT is inspired by competent human performance. 
Its agents cooperate in ontology-based information extraction (OBIE) and summarization as observed 
in human summarizers. They use a task-specific ontology that includes not only the usual concept 
hierarchy but also propositions, unifiers, paraphrases and scenarios. Results According to a small-scale 
evaluation drawing upon qualitative field research methods, the agents perform moderately well, but 
they depend heavily on ontology quality. Assessment quality profited from two cooperating raters who 
discussed the results. Conclusion Human-style deep-knowledge information extraction and summarization 
has good upgrading perspectives in the semantic web. Agents conforming to human intellectual 
methods can justify their decisions and inspire trust. If running in parallel, they may become fast.  
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1. Introduction 
The SummIt-BMT (Summarize It in Bone Marrow Transplantation) system is a deep-knowledge 
approach to question-oriented summarization. It contributes to the innovative technologies of the 
upcoming semantic web. In SummIt-BMT, agents derived from strategies of competent humans 
answer user questions with the help of a task-oriented ontology. The ontology has been described in 
earlier papers. Here, it is shown to the reader in its final stage of development, illustrating which 
knowledge items are used by the agents. The agents are described with enough detail for replication. 
Here, the main claim of the approach is justified: the agent-and-ontology system works, so that a 
model derived from human summarizers serves as architecture for automatic summarization. 
The system strives for seamless integration with human performance. Human experts built the 
system’s knowledge source, the BMT ontology. It comprises not only a hierarchy of domain concepts, 
but also n-ary propositions, unifiers for their semantic expansion, paraphrases that mediate between 
ontology propositions and their occurrences in surface text, and scenarios for situation-specific query 
formulation. The system agents apply core strategies observed in professional summarizers, so that 
their behavior can be explained to users in a natural way. A small-scale evaluation shows a reasonable 
system performance. 

For some readers this report may emerge as a think-different experience requiring some open-
mindedness. Especially readers anchored in statistics may feel questioned in their own convictions 
when confronted with a deep-knowledge approach that targets the semantic web. 

Access to the domain of Bone Marrow Transplantation (BMT) is a problem to most readers of this 
paper. It cannot be solved in just a few minutes with a short overall introduction as found below and 
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on many BMT websites1. BMT draws upon knowledge from several fields, such as hematology, 
immunology, pharmacology, radiology and so on. When confronted with an individual domain 
knowledge item, a global explanation will normally not help very much. A clinical BMT physician 
may feel the same effect when trying to follow the argumentation of a biostatistics colleague or a lab 
chemist. So why should a reader of this paper fare better? The most helpful attitude is to concentrate 
on locally needed knowledge. For readers, the exercise is often to understand on different levels of 
granularity, also accepting some abstract or sketchy understanding where more is not needed or 
possible at that moment. 

Others may feel their knowledge representation convictions being questioned when the ontology uses 
unifiers from the Prolog tradition, but adapted in definition and use. However, no unifier is compelled 
to remain what it was before. 

The author does not share the opinion that gray prose is an obligatory feature of good research. Good 
research is attractive because it is full of appealing features. Particularly in Artificial Intelligence, 
metaphors often mediate a direct intuitive understanding of concepts. Readers who want some 
specimens of colorful scientific presentation style can look at [1, 2]. Readers with a minimal interest in 
scientific writing research and its results are invited to look at a proven source, the Nuts and Bolts of 
College Writing2.   

According to experience, anthropomorphic agent metaphors remain a stumbling block for some 
readers. Half a century ago, in 1959, Selfridge [3] defended the use of anthropomorphic or biomorphic 
agents, because they are helpful. Today, readers who lack prior experience with named agents can 
make their acquaintance on the web. Alice3 is a well-known chatbot. Anna4 answers user questions at 
the Ikea website. Anyone interested in the scientific background of anthropomorphic agents (avatars) 
can start out with the SmartKom Smartakus [4, 5]. Acceptance of named agents in information 
extraction and summarization should profit from these live examples. More or less personalized 
summarization agents can explain to their users how they did their job. This is a core advantage.  

The small-scale evaluation enacts a critical reconsideration of standard evaluation practices, 
emphasizing simple rational and qualitative thinking as an efficient means of obtaining knowledge, 
with raters being the outposts of future users, and inspecting their own intellectual work, too. Readers 
will have noticed that users seek and find information more and more interactively, so that the person 
of the user, the task and the context matter. Evaluation must take these into account [e.g., 6, 7]. 

This report deals with finished research. Its ontology is available for scientific use in the form of a 
MySQL database, the agent code as a set of Java classes.  

After these prolegomena the main content of the paper can be announced. The introduction continues 
with basic information about related work, the domain and the approach. A description of the ontology 
follows. The next chapter is dedicated to the agents and their ontology use. After that, we deal with 
evaluation and come to the conclusion. 

1.1 Short overview of sources and related approaches 
The SummIt-BMT system uses knowledge from many disciplines, but the attitude differs from simple 
application without further-reaching ambition to innovative reworking and alternative approaches. The 
following hints enable readers to situate the research of SummIt-BMT in its scientific environment.  

As a noteworthy predecessor of Summit-BMT one can cite the MIHMA project [8] aimed at a web 
portal for BMT information. The portal offers different page types about BMT: topic, glossary, 
catalog, service and document pages. They are found on the web and annotated under the supervision 
of a domain expert. The medical ontology is drawn from UMLS. Its taxonomy is stored with BACK, a 
description logic application. MIHMA does not intend to summarize web content with respect to a 

                                                
1 http://www.bmtinfonet.org/, http://www.ucsfhealth.org/adult/medical_services/blood/bmt/,  
  http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/factsheet/Therapy/bone-marrow-transplant, and others  
2 http://nutsandbolts.washcoll.edu/ 
3 http://alice.pandorabots.com/ 
4 http://www.ikea.com/de/de/ 
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user question. Therefore its ontology does not contain any knowledge items that support the extraction 
of propositions and sentences. 

UMLS (Unified Medical Language System)5 is a very comprehensive terminology tool for medicine. 
It includes many individual terminology repertories, but it does not deal particularly with BMT. 
UMLS defines types and relations for its concepts. Many relations are hierarchical, others express 
some useful ontology-style relationships such as locationOf or disrupts. All relations remain binary. 
This is good, but not enough for the expression of meaningful assertions of clause or sentence size.  

Readers who want a comprehensive overview of automatic summarization research are referred to [9, 
10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. If they prefer statistical summarization – not in focus in this article – they can find 
a recent review in [15].  

For some quick orientation the author’s best reference is [16]: recent work presenting among other 
things an instructive profile of similarities and different choices. This approach shares with SummIt-
BMT not only the basic adherence to Evidence Based Medicine (EBM), but also the scientific 
background in information seeking and the aim of applying it in concrete clinical settings. Both 
approaches are knowledge-based. However, whereas [16] deals with all medicine and uses UMLS as 
ontology, SummIt-BMT is restricted to BMT and has a specialized first-order-logic ontology of its 
own. Both parties extract information from input text – often Medline abstracts. But while [16] 
extracts kernel concept types of EBM with the help of UMLS subsumption and statistical methods, the 
cognitively-founded agents of SummIt-BMT extract propositions and sentences as required by the 
user’s query scenario, using a dependency parser and knowledge from their ontology. For their task, 
they apply specific text interpretation knowledge in the ontology. In [17] an alternative approach is 
presented. It maps summarization input to partial UMLS graphs. 

Ontology-based information extraction (OBIE) inspires SummIt-BMT when searching for answer 
passages. Considerable work is currently being done in OBIE, in part with an application in 
summarization or related tasks in mind. For an introduction to information extraction (IE), see [18] or 
[19]. Current work in OBIE is presented by [20] targeting business intelligence, by [21] in mechanical 
engineering design, by [22] in populating knowledge bases from soccer web sites, and by several other 
authors. Ontology-based IE is embedded in the more general concern to make IE adaptive, i.e. 
applicable to open domains (overview in [23]). Most approaches to adaptive IE develop rules or use 
statistical methods. By definition ontology-based IE needs domain ontologies (expected to be 
available in the semantic web), but the extraction procedure may be domain-independent. 

The interface and communication design of SummIt-BMT (described in [24]) is inspired by user-
oriented information-seeking research [25, 26]. Here, a main goal is to integrate information seeking 
with the basic task a person is involved in, so that, for instance, a physician can diagnose a patient 
with instant information support as required by the current situation. 

The Summit-BMT ontology serves a medium-sized domain, but it is richer in knowledge types than 
many other ontologies: it contains propositions using ontology concepts, expanded with unifiers 
(adapted from Prolog tradition, see e.g. [27, 28]), and other knowledge types less often found in 
ontologies, such as paraphrases that mediate between an ontology proposition and its formulations on 
the textual surface. Readers interested in paraphrase research are referred to the biennial Paraphrasing 
Workshops6 and / or to the Workshop on Textual Entailment and Paraphrasing7. In textual entailment 
the basic question is whether a sentence entails another one, so that one might recognize several 
surface formulations that contain / imply some common meaning. Researchers in the field see the 
interest of their work for information extraction and summarization [29]. Paraphrases serve several 
purposes in language interpretation and generation, but paraphrase research directly focusing IE is 
rare. However, [30] acquires paraphrases for IE from text.  

                                                
5 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/ 
6 http://nlp.nagaokaut.ac.jp/IWP2005/ 
7 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/acl2007/workshops/program/index.php/ws09 
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The ontological knowledge of SummIt-BMT is represented in first-order predicate logic style, as 
recommended by the Prolog8 tradition and as needed for a natural expression of domain knowledge. 
With respect to semantic technologies on the web, the representation is akin (and transferable) to the 
Topic Maps9 standard.  

In SummIt-BMT, agents inspired by strategies of competent human summarizers [31] cooperate in the 
fine-grained work of summarization, starting after web retrieval and text passage retrieval inside 
documents. Summarization agents are not yet a majority option, but they do occur. In [32] agents set 
up descriptions of multimedia content respecting Dublin Core10 and MPEG-711. [33] uses agents for 
fuzzy ontology-based event extraction and summarization. Summarization agents with an empirical 
cognitive foundation as in SummIt-BMT are not found elsewhere.  

Readers interested in cooperative JADE12 (Java Agent Development Framework) agents’ 
implementation as used in SummIt-BMT are presented with up-to-date technical information in [34]. 
SummIt-BMT agents communicate via task-specific blackboards. The agents-and-blackboard 
architecture is also used elsewhere: for dialog management [35], for event management [36], as 
memory of agents in an electronic market [37], for percept interpretation [38]). 

From a cognitive psychology point of view, the SummIt-BMT agents are most indebted to work of 
Kintsch and van Dijk [39, 40]. Their text comprehension and production strategies were expanded and 
specialized to concrete tasks with observations from a grounded theory model [41] set up with 
thinking-aloud protocols [42, 43]. Procedural models of expository writing [44] helped to organize the 
strategies with respect to their tasks. 

After a self-test by the author, a first interpersonal check of the model included three authors and test 
subjects [45]. An empirical study with professional summarizers from Germany and the United States 
followed [31, 46, 47].  

An empirically founded simulation of competent summarization was implemented as SimSum 
(Simulation of Summarizing), a Lisp system with a video-like agent surface representation13 [48, 49, 
50, 51]. The SimSum system is included in [31]. It achieved two aims:  

• a traceable demonstration of what happens in the mind during summarization steps  

• a simple proof of the concept of an automatic summarization system organized according to 
the human example.   

A logical next step was a real-world implementation in a domain of restricted size. This is SummIt-
BMT, the system described in this article.  

The agents of SummIt-BMT interpret text abductively as proposed by [52]: incoming sentences or 
phrases are checked bottom-up against axioms of the knowledge base, and relevant knowledge base 
items set top-down constraints for text units they accept as their instances. 

Evaluation of summarization systems received a big effort in the last decade (overview in [53]). 
Methods have been improved, but most of them remain intrinsic, i.e. they compare a summary to its 
source or a gold-standard human summary, while extrinsic evaluation would relate it to its use, its role 
in relation to the purpose of its setup [54]. [55] proposed ROUGE. ROUGE compares sequences in an 
automatic summary with sequences of a human-made “gold-standard” summary. It manages a shift 
from human-judges-only solutions to mixed approaches including automatic measuring of overlaps of 
such units as n-grams, word sequences, and word pairs in the computer-generated summaries under 
evaluation and ideal summaries created by humans. [56] replaces sentences as standard units of 
evaluation with smaller items such as noun phrases and short propositions (“factoids”), so that 

                                                
8 e.g. http://cs.wwc.edu/KU/PR/Prolog.html, http://www.swi-prolog.org/ 
9 http://www.topicmaps.org/ 
10 http://dublincore.org/ 
11 http://www.chiariglione.org/mpeg/standards/mpeg-7/mpeg-7.htm 
12 http://jade.tilab.com/ 
13 realized with Director, see http://www.adobe.com/products/director/ 
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evaluation can be more fine-grained and flexible. In [57] the “gold standard” of human model 
summaries is substituted by the source text as base of assessment, executed here with relevance 
prediction. Evidently, the experiences made during the Document Understanding Conferences 
(DUC)14 raised the problem awareness [58, 59]. For question answering in restricted domains, [60] 
questions a direct transfer of assessment practices from open-domain QA and proposes user-centered 
and task-based evaluation instead. Extrinsic evaluation is gaining ground [61, 62], but it is still not so 
frequent.  

For a couple of reasons, the mainstream evaluation methods like those used in DUC are not 
appropriate for SummIt-BMT. In this spirit we present an alternative small-scale evaluation of the 
SummIt-BMT agents working with their ontology. Its methods are inspired by qualitative field 
research [41, 63, 64, 65, 66] where the approach is more formative and task-related / extrinsic.  

1.2 The domain and the approach  
Bone marrow transplantation (BMT) is a specialized and life-critical area of hematology in internal 
medicine. It has a key function in many cancer therapies: reestablishing a healthy blood production 
and immune system by transplanting a patient with blood-producing cells from a healthy donor or 
cells of the patient harvested during remission. The domain is medium-sized, with fast progress and 
with physicians working with very much the same therapeutic methods all over the world. 

 
Figure 1. System overview 

System overview  
The task of SummIt-BMT is to summarize information for clinical BMT physicians with techniques 
observed in competent humans as described in [31]. The system's results are easier to understand and 
to check for human users if users and the automatic summarizer share their methods. This will inspire 
more trust, and consequently, users can integrate the system's contributions more readily.  

The endeavor is to present a system that takes this human-style approach, and that works. Its 
summarization is extractive, no generation of new text is included. Results are not yet excellent, but 
with a new type of system, this is not a reason to be despondent.  

SummIt-BMT is built around an ontology, the system’s central knowledge resource (cf. figure 1). 
Most of the factual and linguistic knowledge resides there. For every domain concept, the ontology 
may also encompass propositions - statements of relevant knowledge about it. They are formalized in 

                                                
14 http://duc.nist.gov/ 
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first-order logic so that agents can exploit them. The ontology is equipped with additional knowledge 
resources supporting query formulation, text passage retrieval, and summarization proper.  

The user interface 
Users can ask for information they need in a specific clinical situation with the help of a scenario 
form. Figure 2 shows an example form from the technically older, but professionally designed 
Javascript interface (described in [24]). The example form serves a standard problem of BMT, the 
antiinfective therapies. 

 

 
Figure 2. Scenario interface in question state: ontology on the left with systematic and alphabetical display, scenario form on 
the right. Design Gerrit Fichtner. 

Scenario-based query formulation, query expansion and web retrieval 
With the help of the scenario interface (cf. figure 2), users can browse the concepts of the ontology in 
a hierarchical and an alphabetical display, as well as synonyms and description fields of ontology 
records. They fill out a scenario form with concepts of the ontology, thus stating their knowledge 
about the current setting and inquiring about knowledge they need. The system reformats the duly 
completed form into a predicate logic summarization target and a query set enriched with related 
concepts from the ontology. The query set is sent to the metasearch engine (see processing step 1 in 
figure 1), which returns documents retrieved from Medline and Google. 

Text passage retrieval 
As soon as retrieved documents arrive, they are roughly checked for relevance by scanning them for 
passages that include the query terms – all concepts from the ontology (see processing step 2 in 
figure 1). Text passage retrieval weeds out passages that cannot fit the query. 

Summarizing 
Summarizing means reducing information to its most important (relevant) points ([67] and many 
others). Most often, the source information is given as a text, and the resulting summary is a short text. 
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Summarization mostly operates at sentence level, and summaries are composed of relevant statements 
(often sentences). Large-scale document features are exploited as well.  

The summary must answer the user question, therefore only statements that correspond to the question 
can be relevant, others are not. Summarization agents check passages containing ontology concepts 
used in the query as to whether their sentences are relevant to the user question. For this purpose, the 
ontology stores propositional knowledge with every concept, practically speaking logical propositions 
that include the current concepts as arguments. In figure 1, summarizing occurs as processing step 3. 

 

 
Figure 3. Answer screen. Relevant text clips on the left, related source document on the right. Design Gerrit Fichtner. 

Results 
The resulting summary is an excerpt, an organized collection of text snips that are related to the 
question and may answer it (cf. figure 3). Every text clip is linked to its home document, so that a user 
can quickly check its context. On the left of the answer screen (figure 3), text clips are presented inside 
the scenario where the user asked for them. On the right, the full text is shown with yellow mark-up 
for the text clips. In figure 3 this is illustrated with a result answering the user question about 
antiinfective therapies from figure 2.  

2. An ontology for a purpose – the SummIt-BMT ontology 
The SummIT-BMT ontology has been built for a purpose, namely summarization - information 
extraction (IE) and text interpretation in BMT. As table 1 shows, it contains much more knowledge 
than a mere hierarchy of BMT terms. Since larger knowledge units than individual concepts (e.g., 
propositions and paraphrases) are needed in text interpretation and IE, they must be represented. The 
concepts are in English, which is the carrier language of the system, but most of them have a 
translation into German and Japanese, so that SummIt-BMT has a limited opening to multilinguality. 
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Knowledge unit Quantity Database tables 
concept 4813 concept, conceptsynonym, hyperconcept 
japanese concept  4683 multilanguage, japan 
proposition 5054 propositionhead, propositionargument, signature 
syntax 507 syntaxhead, syntaxargument, predicate, predsyn 
unifier 680 unifier, unifcalc 
paraphrase 11845 paraphrasehead, paratoken, parapropidlist 
scenario 61 scenario, scenfamily_hr, scenarioblock, scenarioblocklist, scenariofield, 

scenariofieldPI, scenariofieldPIlist, scenariofieldlist, scenarioquery, 
scenblockoption, scenqueryword, scenquestionargument 

Table 1. Ontology database overview 

2.1 Ontology development 
The SummIt-BMT ontology core is corpus-based. A team of physicians, biologists, linguists and AI 
researchers built it in the years 2000-2004. The corpus consisted of a collection of BMT papers chosen 
by a domain expert from Blood, a core journal of the domain, and from theme-specific overview 
papers of the American Society for Hematology. It was augmented with some 150 original query 
statements of Hanover BMT physicians. This core was expanded with data that domain experts added 
because they were needed for the system’s functioning. While elaborating the ontology, UMLS was 
used as a reference. It helped with categorization and selection of main concept names as opposed to 
their synonyms. 
 

 
Figure 4. Empirical structure of the ontology. The corpus is seen in the bottom row. From there, partial ontologies are created 
and integrated into the SummIt-BMT ontology.  

As an ontology is a rather complex body of knowledge, design must be clear before production begins.  
Therefore papers about the SummIt-BMT ontology [68, 69, 70] were written when ontology design 
was an issue for us, i.e. before ontology setup and in its first phase. Figure 4 explains the empirical 
structure of the ontology. The bottom row shows the empirical base, i.e. the set of BMT papers and the 
physicians' query scenarios. For every paper, a text-based ontology was developed. The text 
ontologies were integrated into the core SummIt-BMT ontology, but the concepts and propositions 
remain grounded in their corpus papers (cf. figure 5 with the concept Philadelphia chromosome 
grounded in the article Blood3). 

After the initial setup, all changes to the ontology structure remained local. We dropped the 
representation of contexts (constructs including several first-order propositions according to [71]) 
because their exploitation seemed too difficult. Unifiers from Prolog tradition were integrated in order 
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to expand the coverage of ontology propositions. For matching text-based propositions and sentences, 
the ontology propositions were equipped with paraphrases. In the following, the current state of the 
ontology is explained so that readers are made familiar with all main knowledge types that are used by 
the agents. 

The project is currently finished and no ontology update takes place, although the ground has been set. 
Users can enter new terms and use them in a simplified manner. These terms and the contexts they 
find during search are picked up and would be submitted to the ontology editors in a real application. 
Permanent ontology maintenance and updating is normal practice. As ontologies are core items of the 
semantic web, they are and will be maintained by professional groups who work with them. Normal 
ontology construction and maintenance is empirical (corpus-based) and computer-supported, but in 
fields as difficult as BMT, automation seems very difficult.  

The ontology is stored in a MySQL15 database. Its representation is rooted in the Prolog tradition. With 
a view to semantic web technologies, it sides with the Topic Maps standard16. Indeed, the ontology 
first and foremost aims at a description of domain knowledge, with less emphasis on inferences – as 
Topic Maps do. The reason for this behavior comes from the domain: we follow the practice of 
physicians and look things up, instead of figuring them out. This is safer, and safety is an issue in life-
critical medicine. 

Where automatic inference and subsumption are of minor concern because of the difficulty of the 
domain, there is no reason for subordinating other features to them as in OWL17-based ontologies. The 
BMT ontology represents knowledge of the domain in the formats that are practical for information 
extraction and summarization. In particular, n-ary propositions / predicates are crucial for a natural 
expression of medical knowledge units. They are still missing in OWL. 

The internal MySQL representation is almost all made up of ID numbers. The units of human 
understanding are distributed over several relational tables. They obey criteria of database design and 
are practical for the sql queries issued by system components. For human editors and experts the 
ontology has a user interface - a Filemaker Pro18 application with a set of task-oriented Filemaker 
databases offering layouts for specific uses. From there, the ontology update routines (Java classes) 
transform the data and enter them into the MySQL ontology database. 

The following discussion mostly takes place at the Filemaker surface layout, for obvious reasons of 
understandability. There, the data is surrounded with control fields and script-triggering buttons that 
support handling. These administrative items are not discussed. Readers are shown round in the core 
knowledge types of the ontology, as far as possible with examples that present the interesting features 
without introducing marginal problems. Some familiarity with first-order representation and Prolog is 
useful for following the discussion. It is provided by [27, 28] and many other sources. 

The basics of propositional text representation are recalled in table 2. Each proposition is represented 
by a first-order assertion, and assertions can be embedded in each other. 

“The Greeks loved beautiful art. When the Romans conquered the Greeks, they copied them, 
and thus learned to create beautiful art.” 
1. (love, Greek,art) 
2.            (beautiful, art) 
3.            (conquer, Roman, Greek) 
4.            (copy, Roman, Greek) 
5.            (when, 3,4) 
6.                         (learn, Roman, 8) 
7.                          (consequence, 3, 6) 
8.                          (create, Roman, 2) 

Table 2. Basics of propositional text representation taken from [72]. Each proposition is represented by a first-order assertion. 
Assertions can be embedded in each other. 

                                                
15 http://www.mysql.org/ 
16 http://www.topicmaps.org/xtm/1.0/index.html 
17 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/ 
18 http://www.filemaker.com/products/fmp/index.html 
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2.2 Knowledge types in the ontology 
2.2.1 Concept records 
Figure 5 illustrates basics of concept records in the ontology. Concept records keep track of a 
concept’s development from its empirical evidence to its use, by analogy to the concept 
documentation in a traditional thesaurus, and as required for the systematic grounding of ontology 
content. In figure 5, the empirical base of the concept Philadelphia chromosome from the Blood 3 
paper is displayed. 

Concepts have a preferred name by which they are called in the system. The preferred name is 
accompanied by alternative names – synonyms and spellings (see left margin of figure 5). They help 
to find the concept and its possible variants in running text. German names support local searches in 
the most frequently used vernacular. German terms are also placeholders for other languages of local 
use, e.g. Japanese. 

Entries in the hypernym field attach the concept to the generic hierarchy of the ontology. Please note 
that a set of hypernyms is acceptable. 

In the description field, we give basic information about the meaning of the concept, at least a lexicon-
style definition. Often, we have more than that to offer. In particular, alternative descriptions and 
direct links to web resources with additional knowledge may be provided. The description helps 
developers and users. Anyone who is not familiar enough with the concept to handle it is offered 
information at home. This avoids unnecessary web searches. 

 
Figure 5. A concept record: field names in left column; content is grounded in the Blood3 paper.  

The occurrences of a concept in context are recorded in the occurrences field. The label of the field 
identifies the source paper – in our example, the paper number 3 taken from the Blood journal. There 
is a second source, mentioned as source in the head of the display: the paper Blood7, furthermore Ash 
1, number 1 of our sample papers from the American Society for Hematology has occurrences of 
Philadelphia chromosome. Every occurrence entry should include the concept with enough textual 
environment so that the utterance can be interpreted, and that knowledge drawn from it can be stated, 
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normally without returning to the source paper. There may be as many occurrence entries as found in 
the respective paper. 

In the assertions field, we enter good knowledge statements from the concept’s occurrences in a 
source. The assertions are decontextualized (made stand-alone). From these, we derive formalized 
axioms. In the present case, the job done mark explains that sjh, a biologist, has processed the 
statement. 

2.2.2 First-order assertions: propositions 
Factual knowledge is stated in first-order propositions as shown in figure 6. A proposition obeys a 
syntax template specifying the predicate and its argument roles (see figure 7). Wherever possible, the 
names of the argument roles reflect ontology classes that can be checked.  

The proposition in figure 6 states that a cell that is positive for the Philadelphia chromosome is a 
diagnostic finding establishing the presence of chronic myelogenous leukemia. Because cells 
presenting the Philadelphia chromosome are found in patients with chronic myelogenous leukemia 
(CML), cells with this translocation are pivotal in the diagnosis of CML. In the Verbatim field, the 
domain expert states in plain English what the formalized expression means. For a specific predicate 
and for other ontology items, (expert) use defines meaning.  

 
Figure 6. A first-order statement about the Philadelphia chromosome: representation using the predicate cellCharacteristic, 
argument roles starting with X, and role fillers. In addition two simple unifier entries starting with the code words additional 
and tree are displayed.  

2.2.3 Propositional syntax records 

 

 
Figure 7. A syntax record specifying a predicate and its argument roles. Checked Kern (= core) properties make roles 
compulsory. For an application of this syntax record see figure 6. 

Roles may be facultative. In the present case, a qualitative value (“positive”) is provided, but no 
quantitative filler has been entered into the role XquantValue.  

Please note that the assertion has been equipped with unifiers (see below in the current chapter). They 
have been specified by uu, who is a clinical biochemist. 
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Every proposition is built according to a syntax record that states its predicate, and the argument roles, 
i.e. types of participants that can be filled into its slots. Figure 7 shows an example syntax record. It 
happens to rule the setup of the proposition displayed in figure 6. 

As said above, the role names are taken from the ontology, but often they are adapted in surface 
presentation in order to inspire a correct use. A concordance list maps them onto the correct ontology 
concept as soon as they enter the MySQL ontology. 

For every slot of the syntax record, a marker (see the Kern (core) property in figure 7) states whether it 
is obligatory or facultative. Where multiple patterns of obligatory roles are required for a proposition / 
predicate type, we provide as many syntax records as needed.  

2.2.4 Unifiers 
Unification is a core feature of Prolog theorem proving. From a technical point of view, unifiers equip 
variables in statements with a substitution list made of constants and/or variables. These substitution 
lists are called unifiers because they make two statements match which would be different without 
their intervention. Most general unifiers achieve most unification capacity for a given set of 
propositions while engendering minimal restrictions.  

By tooling up axioms/facts of the ontology with unifiers, their scope in text interpretation increases 
without loss of accuracy, provided the unifiers are correct in the eyes of a domain expert. Thus the 
knowledge base gains some of the flexibility that is so characteristic of human information processing, 
permitting moves like knowledge transfer from a known case to an analogous one. However, 
propositions generated from unifiers lack the specific empirical grounding of the basic ontology fact, 
but given the expert who defines them, they are good enough for the interpretation of incoming text.  

Figure 8 presents the producer’s view of a proposition with unifiers. Unifiers have a name (extreme 
right column). They may include up to eight partial unifiers. The first three of these are shown in 
figure 8. Every partial unifier is specified according to the enumeration sequence and the code words 
in the inset. It uses substructures of the ontology: lower adds all subconcepts, tree enters a partial tree, 
from which a subtree may be deleted with exceptTree, additional adds single concepts.  

 
Figure 8. Statement with unifiers; inset shows code words and the sequence of unifier organiziation. Three partial unifiers 
appear in the middle of the display. The right column accepts a unifier name for every argument of the proposition. 

Partial unifiers refer to possibly distant concepts or substructures of the ontology. They also may cater 
for some types of metonymy. A transplant unifier thus includes transplants, such as an autologous 
stem cell transplant, but also cells, for instance autologous stem cell.  

In the example, the corpus provided evidence that in leukemia patients, (in some cases) a donor 
leukocyte infusion (DLI) leads to a cytogenetic remission. This fact has been formalized and expanded 
with unifiers by a human expert. Her argumentation is as follows: 

• The proposition applies to most types of BMT patients, with some limited exceptions. A 
patient unifier TnormBMTpat states this expansion of the assertion. 

• DLI can be used to treat several leukemias, CML included. The statement is expanded with 
the tree of leukemia and its subconcepts (Tleukemia1). 
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• Subtypes of DLI are chosen according to personal conditions of the patient. All of them may 
engender a remission. The unifier TDLI includes the DLI subtypes.  

• Last, remissions can be complete or partial and are assessed by different tests. A cytogenetic 
remission is found by a cytogenetic test, a molecular remission is established by a molecular 
test, and so on. Which test is used, depends on local preferences and possibilities. All sorts of 
remissions are most welcome. The respective unifier Tremission introduces the ontology 
subtree of remission.  

As the example shows, a proposition can assemble as many unifiers as needed for its dimensions of 
variation. A specific unifier can be reused. All in all, 692 unifiers were needed for the more than 2600 
propositions that have been expanded. When entered into the MySQL database, unifiers are parsed 
into two flat lists: the unifier itself, made up of pairs of unifier IDs and the concept IDs the unifier 
contains, and a concordance list mapping unifier IDs and proposition argument IDs. 

Often, the expert needs the concrete context to define a possible unification. Therefore, unifiers can be 
edited inside proposition records as shown in figure 8. Other types of editing are more easily done in 
the unifier pool where all unifiers are organized with a simple classification scheme. Figure 9 
demonstrates a unifier from there including substantial sub-unifiers.  

 
Figure 9. Unifier pool: record of unifier ATcellCloneLeuTumAg displaying partial unifiers  

2.2.5 Paraphrases 
Paraphrases mediate between the individual ontology propositions and their expected formulations on 
the text surface. 

It is not realistic to expect that an ontology proposition must literally show up at the text surface. In 
particular, verbal frames may be formulated in many different fashions. The object concepts or their 
synonyms are more likely to appear verbatim unless they are replaced by a pronoun or some other 
anaphoric expression. The verbal relation between concepts is, however, crucial. The strategy applied 
by the SummIt-BMT agents is to identify the object concepts first. This narrows down the possible 
predicates / verbal frames / ontology propositions for them. The remaining applicable ontology 
propositions are checked to see whether they can match the input proposition with the help of a 
paraphrase. 

Often, an ontology proposition shares a paraphrase with other propositions of similar semantic 
structure. Up to 20 paraphrases are defined for an individual proposition. 

Figure 10 shows the paraphrase record for the proposition in figure 8. Please note that all data fields 
expand if opened, as the field altern1 does in the figure.  

The paraphrase alternative1 reads  
“Xpatient with Xdisease is treated with Xtherapy with Xresult”   

All items beginning with X are variables  / ontology concept classes, as seen before in the argument 
roles of propositions. They can be replaced by concepts they subsume without changing the verbal 
frame. As the precise wording of the verbal relation is not included in the ontology proposition, the 
paraphrase indeed adds own linguistic knowledge. 
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The paraphrases are parsed with the same FDG dependency parser as the text input. Like this they can 
be matched to parsed input text spans that motivate a candidate proposition. The agent Herta 
CheckPropRelations (see below) does this. She verifies ontology propositions that share object 
concepts with a candidate proposition from input as to whether one of their paraphrases coincides with 
the verbal relation of the input text span. 

 
Figure 10. Paraphrase record. One alternatives field is opened. Other field contents remain cut off. Up to 20 different wording 
types are provided for a proposition. The paraphrase record belongs to the proposition shown in figure 8. 

2.2.6 Scenarios 
The functionality of scenario records is best explained with a record set up for use in the black-and-
white version of the user interface (figure 2). Such a record (see figure 11) combines three main panels 
containing: 

• a reference file, so that a specific ontology subtree can be called 
• data for Javascript, setting up the controls on the screen 
• propositions for scenario interpretation  

The scenario form (see figure 2) provides a context with open fields like in a cloze text. Input fields 
are restricted with respect to the concepts they accept. They activate only a subtree of the ontology that 
should be as specific as possible. This subtree appears at the left side of the user interface and offers 
its concepts. It is specified in the Javascript reference file. 

In the background layer of the scenario, propositions accept concepts entered by the user into their 
input fields of the scenario form. For this purpose, the propositions contain placeholders beginning 
with a “#” sign and displaying each level of embedding on the interface by the same sign. For 
instance,  

patientCharacteristic (outpatient, #Patient#Therapy status) 
says that the content of the GUI field Therapy status in the Patient block can be entered here. 

The propositions that obtained user input state the summarization target. Users are urged to flag the 
field where they state their information gap. Scenario propositions receiving input from this flagged 
scenario field are used later to single out the answers of first-class interest. The second priority is 
given to sentences hit by other activated propositions. All other sentences are surrounding material of 
third priority. All activated propositions are stored away (see agent Peter below). A rich annotation 
with propositions is the base of a user-centered presentation of the query result.  

The background layer of the scenario also states which concepts from the user input should be fed into 
web queries. There are up to four query formulations prepared in terms of variables. The first is the 
most restrictive one. The last one sets minimal constraints, only very few keyword variables and 
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general terms. This performs the last try if not enough input was found. In the skeleton of queries too, 
the variables are replaced with user-provided values. 

 
Figure 11. Sample of scenario record: fields for calling the partial ontology tree (top), setting the controls (middle) and 
interpreting user input (bottom). Content of all fields is heavily cut off. 

3. Summarization agents 
The SummIt-BMT agents perform an extractive question-oriented and ontology-based summarization. 
They assess input text passages from web retrieval with respect to a user query. The group of agents 
perform a sort of abductive text interpretation as described in [52], picking up input and justifying 
their interpretation with assertions from the ontology database if they can. A sentence from input can 
be annotated with anything from 1 to more than 100 ontology propositions recognizing an instance of 
their content. 

The SummIt-BMT agents divide their work into working steps. The agents specialize in a task inside a 
functional group and cooperate with each other. Like this they conform to a main feature of competent 
intellectual work in humans: the combined approach of all available resources.  

This organization is extremely effective in humans. Beyond providing a cognitive model for the 
system, it has some practical advantages: 

• As input sentences go through the “hands” of several agents performing different subtasks, 
one can track them as they are passed from agent to agent and locate decisions or mistakes. 

• Agents can report to users on what they did with their input, in particular if users doubt a 
summarization result. 

• Agents can run in parallel, so that they reach a high processing speed. 
• It is easy to integrate the next agent, so that the agent group can “learn”. 

3.1 Empirical foundation 
Let us inspect a working step (figure 12) of the professional summarizer EC, author of a noteworthy 
cognitive book on abstracting [73]. The working step (more of them in [31]) was recorded with a 
thinking-aloud protocol.  It demonstrates the combined knowledge use of a competent human. 
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The upper area of the scheme shows task-specific memory content and input at the beginning of the 
working step, the area below states what is available at the end of the step. In the top row of the 
scheme, the current state of document knowledge at the beginning of the working step is shown. The 
box in the second row shows what the summarizer has before his eyes at this moment. The last two 
rows present output: internal output, which may be remembered later, and external output. In the 
present case, EC takes a note for himself: “go back to p142”.  

 
 
Figure 12. An empirical IE step of a human summarizer. Memory content and input at the top, thinking-aloud protocol and 
interpretation in the middle, updated memory content and physical output below. 

In the middle box, the current protocol segment is shown. This is a transcript of what the summarizer 
said and did during work. Above the protocol segment, his activities are modeled by a set of strategies. 
The working step illustrates how several tasks (perception, thinking and relevance assessment, 
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planning, output production) are performed in parallel. This is an empirical blueprint of the SummIt-
BMT agent community. 

We meet EC in information extraction. He is leafing through a book (strategy hold, supervisor strategy 
of the current working step) and, at the beginning of chapter 7, he finds an author summary. This is 
worth keeping in mind: he finds half of his work done. In order to perceive the book content, he is 
reading (left box), scanning superficially and guided by formal hints (headings, paragraphs etc.). EC 
states that he finds something very useful with a couple of relevance judgements (interpretation in the 
middle box). Furthermore, EC plans his work, he is going on and will return later to page 142 
(rightmost box). He notes this (login – write). All this happens at the same time, i.e. during one 
working step. 

Many of EC’s strategies are frequently used, also by EC’s colleagues. The shared strategies of 
summarizers set up a core operational skill of summarization. Some strategies may also be personal, 
defining some specific technique of an individual person. For human use, these strategies are fine-
grained, but they are the empirical archetypes of the simpler strategies of SummIt-BMT agents.  

 

3.2 Agent communication 

 
Figure 13. The summarization agents and their communication network. Dotted arcs represent data input/output.  

Figure 13 presents the summarization agents in their communication environment. For ease of use, 
they answer to simple German forenames. Their family names are derived from their function, 
sometimes with some influence of their structure or history. Currently there are, in the order of 
appearance: 

• Peter Question 
• Kurt DummyIRBean 
• Frieda TextToPropMini 
• Heini DispatchProposition 
• Hugo SpotOntoProps 
• Rudi VerifyPropArguments 
• Herta CheckPropRelation 
• Paula SumUpHits 
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The agents are implemented as Java classes. They run in a JADE19 container and use standard ACL 
(Agent Communication Language)20 means of interaction. All agents share a set of simple calls. Most 
of them consist of the name of the addressed agent and a simple German codeword: los (go), mehr 
(more), fertig (done). Only the tidy-up agent Paula is also assigned a more sophisticated command: 
sumup (sum up). When broadcasting the close-down message to all agents, Kurt says schluss (finish) 
to make the agents delete. 

From every single message the receiver can recognize its sender. For instance, when the agent Herta 
asks for the next input by sending Rudi the message Rudi-mehr, not only the addressee Rudi is 
specified, but also the sender’s - Herta’s - ID is added to the message.  

The system blackboards serve data communication. The ScenarioBoard stores the query specification 
and the findings of the agents. During the interpretation of a sentence, the agents exchange data via the 
TextBlackBoard. External input comes from the text passage retrieval result. At the end of a session, it 
is augmented with the agents’ collection of relevant text snips. From there, results can be presented to 
the user. 

3.3 Individual agents 
Every agent consists of three software layers: the agent that is an instance of the JADE core agent, the 
agent’s behavior and the role. The behavior deals with communication (as shown in figure 13) 
whereas the role contains all task-oriented code. Figure 14 illustrates the simple basic organization that 
pervades all individual agent designs, distinguishing a communication and a functional layer of the 
agent. 

As in a jigsaw puzzle, the following individual agent pieces fit into the overall communication 
structure displayed in figure 13, so that a programmer can reconstruct the whole agent system.   

The agents specialize in different tasks. Table 3 summarizes their contributions together with some 
hints about the cognitive and empirical motivation of their behavior. All agents activate each other as 
often as needed: 

• Peter accepts a user query scenario and the user’s start signal. The agent parses the query, 
deposits the resulting propositions on the scenario blackboard and activates Kurt.  

• Kurt obtains results from outside web retrieval and text passage retrieval, submits them unit 
by unit to the parser (the Connexor21 FDG parser, equipped with a custom lexicon for domain 
terms, often string compounds) and feeds wording and parser output into the agents’ 
production line. Frieda is the first to receive the input.  

• Frieda’s job is to find out candidate propositions in a parsed sentence and to annotate them. 
The propositions are of three types: verbal propositions, prepositional ones and attributive 
ones. As soon as her annotation is done, Frieda activates the agent Heini.  

• Heini picks the propositions one by one and initiates their verification with ontology 
propositions by sending them to Hugo. When all propositions of the current sentence are done, 
he calls Paula. 

• Hugo checks whether the current proposition shares at least two ontology concepts with some 
ontology proposition. If so, Hugo passes the text-based proposition with the IDs of selected 
ontology propositions - and possibly some add-ons due to unifiers - to Rudi.  

• Rudi tries to subsume text-based propositions under the ontology propositions with at least 
two fitting concepts. If the subsumption works, the proposition from text can be seen as a 
legitimate instance of the subsuming ontology proposition, as far as ontology concepts are 
concerned. It is passed to Herta. 

• Herta’s task is to check the verbal tie that keeps the ontology concepts together. Herta verifies 
the relation information against sets of paraphrases. If a paraphrase provides a relation 

                                                
19 http://jade.tilab.com/ 
20 http://www.fipa.org/repository/aclspecs.html 
21 http://www.connexor.com/ 
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wording that is compatible with the ontology proposition chosen by Rudi, Herta states the 
recognition success for that proposition. She assigns the ID of the subsuming ontology 
proposition to the text sentence and asks Rudi for more input. 

• As soon as all propositions of a sentence are done, Paula takes the sentence and the 
recognition result to the ScenarioBoard (ScenarioBB). The TextBlackboard (TextBB) is free 
for the next sentence. Paula asks Kurt to provide it.  

• The session is over when Kurt runs out of input sentences. He makes Paula reorganize the 
session results on the ScenarioBB. Paula reorganizes them and weeds out doubles. When 
Paula sends her done message, Kurt makes all agents delete, and the outcome can be 
presented to the user. 

 
Figure 14. Simple agent scheme. The behavior deals with communication, the role defines the agent’s task. 

agent activity cognitive analogon 
Peter Setting up an internal semantic structure of the user 

scenario 
Paying attention to user interest, understand, rework / 
reformulate into a query 

Kurt Pick up the next sentence from the web retrieval result, 
submit it to the parser, deliver wording and parse 

Concentrate on a sentence, prepare the switch to content / 
semantic processing 

Frieda Deriving candidate propositions from a parsed 
sentence 

Ascending activation, derivation of text-based hypotheses 
for comprehension 

Heini Singling out the next proposition, submitting it to 
interpretation / recognition 

Concentration on a proposition, insisting on its instant 
complete processing ("online hypothesis" – [39]) 

Hugo Finding out ontology propositions sharing two 
concepts with the current proposition, integrating 
expansions given by unifiers (“ersatz arguments”) 

Information extraction by concept, setting up meaning 
hypotheses from prior knowledge, associating concept 
pairs, constructive and adaptive knowledge use  

Rudi Checking a concept pair for subsumption under 
ontology propositions with additional semantic 
restrictions, all this with integration of ersatz 
arguments and question arguments, integration of a 
concept pair into a suitable proposition  

Combined use of text-borne knowledge and prior 
knowledge from memory, flexibilizing own knowledge by 
legitimate constructive extensions, adaptation to the user 
perspective, “abductive” ([52]) argumentation based on 
look-ups, almost without inferences 

Herta  Verifying the verbal relation of a candidate proposition 
with the help of paraphrases (parsed 
"macropropositions" - [39]) 

Top-down activation, checking of the ideas about relations 
between concepts developed so far against textual 
evidence, tolerating alternative formulations and sequences 

Paula Reorganizing recognition results, reducing doubles, 
saving hits to the scenario board and into the text 
passage retrieval result set  

Revising, reduction of redundancy, memorizing results, 
returning them from small-scale thinking into the big 
picture 

Table 3. What agents do practically and what this means in terms of cognitive activities 

3.3.1 Peter Question 
Peter Question (see figure 15) is the first of the agent community to be activated. As soon as the user 
starts processing of the question scenario, Peter is called. His job is to parse the filled-out scenario and 
to come up with a scenario interpretation. Scenarios (cf. views in figure 2 and 11 above) have a 
surface form with input fields where users can fill in concepts from the ontology.  

Peter works between the scenario surface and the layer of predicate-logic propositions behind it. He 
parses the scenario form and files user-provided terms into their background propositions. At least one 
concept that the user enters is flagged as the core of interest. Propositions that receive this concept are 
put aside as the kernel of the query. When the answer to the query is built up, text propositions hit by 
them will be foregrounded as most interesting.  

For a walkthrough example, we stick to the Antiinfective Therapy scenario. Peter receives its filled-out 
version as an XML document (see table 4). From the sample scenario with only a few propositions, 
the interpretation result (table 5) is short. It distinguishes the concepts for external retrieval, and 
propositions of two types: the flagged ones and other activated ones. 
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As soon as he is done, Peter writes the whole scenario interpretation to the ScenarioBB and activates 
Kurt. 

 

 
Figure 15. Peter Question: the agent deriving the representation of the question from the user scenario 

 
 
<scenario name='Antiinfective therapy'> 
 
<block name='Patient'> 
<field name='Immune status' type='radio' question='false'><input>under immunosuppression</input></field> 
<field name='Acute GvHD' type='radio' question='false'> 
<input>Acute GVHD II</input></field></block> 
 
<block name='Interferon as Drug'></block> 
 
<block name='Infection'> 
<field type='input' question='false' ><input>cytomegalovirus disease</input></field></block> 
<block name='Contraindicated Drugs'></block> 
<block name='Infective Agent'></block> 
<block name='Drug'><field type='input' question='true' ><input>ganciclovir</input></field></block> 
 

Table 4. XML version of a filled-out scenario Antiinfective Therapy 

concepts propositions 
patient cid: 38811 
under immunosuppression cid: 0  
Acute GVHD II cid: 0 
cytomegalovirus disease cid: 42882  
ganciclovir cid: 39204 

flagged:  
16010, 12989 
activated:  
16783, 15777, 15786, 16461, 16010, 17269 

Table 5. Sample scenario interpretation: activated concepts and propositions. Flagged propositions express the core 
information need, activated propositions show knowledge about the situation. 

3.3.2 Kurt DummyIRBean 
Kurt DummyIRBean is the agent with the heaviest organizational load. As seen in figure 14, Kurt 
communicates with the agents Peter, Frieda and Paula, and he broadcasts to all agents the close-down 
call. He listens to Peter’s start call, and to Paula asking for new input or reporting that she has cleared 
the TextBB. Normally, Kurt activates Frieda, but when he runs out of input, he tells Paula to sum up 
results, i.e. to reorganize the hit list of the current session on the ScenarioBoard. When she returns her 
done – message, Kurt instructs all agents to delete. 

Besides organizing Kurt’s main duty is to acquire input and feed it to the group. He reads the query 
specification elaborated by Peter from the ScenarioBB and starts the information retrieval component. 
The metasearch engine executes the partial queries until they are all done or until sufficient input has 
been received from Medline and Google. Then the text passage retrieval is started. Incoming 
documents are preprocessed, the paragraphs containing terms of the search are selected. At the end, 
Kurt has an organized collection of paragraphs that may be appropriate to answer the user’s question. 
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Now Kurt feeds the paragraphs into the interpretation procedure, sentence by sentence. Every sentence 
is sent to the parser, the parsed sentence is written to the TextBB, accompanied by the original 
sentence with its source coordinates. After that, Kurt activates Frieda. 

 
Figure 16. Ontology propositions recognizing spans of the test sentence. The propositions are grouped according to their 
predicates. Inside a group, text coverage may differ for individual propositions. Where concepts of propositions do not match 
related text concepts, they have been substituted during processing, or their match is facultative. Arrows point to the 
propositions that are discussed in detail. 

 

 
Figure 17. Kurt DummyIRBean with communication behavior and main functional role: providing input for agents. 

Let us assume that Kurt passes Frieda the parse of 
“All patients at cmv risk were given high-dose ganciclovir. ” 

For the sake of demonstration, we shall follow 2 of its 24 hits of ontology propositions (overview in 
figure 16). The first one, with ID 17650, shows a rather normal run with a verbal relation changed via 
a paraphrase. The second example, with ID 21056, demonstrates the use of a unifier, an uptake of 
input concepts into an argument of the ontology proposition and a nominalization paraphrase. 
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3.3.3 Frieda TextToPropMini 
Frieda TextToPropMini (figure 18) derives propositions from textual sentences in a simple approach. 
She starts when Kurt calls. This is when Kurt has put a new parsed sentence onto the TextBB.  

From there Frieda fetches a table with the parser output for the current sentence. An example is shown 
in table 6. The columns 1 – 7 contain the parser output. Frieda uses the columns 8 – 13 for annotating 
three types of propositions: 

• verbal propositions 
• modifier propositions 
• attribute propositions 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1 w2 all DET @DN> %>N det: w3 *         
2 w3 patient N NOM PL @SUBJ %NH subj: w7 arg 1 modhead 2   
3 w4 at PREP @<NOM %N< mod: w3 praep 1 praep 2   
4 w5 cmv ABBR NOM SG @A> %>N attr: w6 arg 1 modarg 2 attr 3 
5 w6 risk N NOM SG @<P %NH pcomp: w4 arg 1 modarg 2 attrbase 3 
6 w7 be V PAST PL @+FAUXV %AUX v-ch: w8 aux       
7 w8 give EN @-FMAINV %VP main: w1 pred 1       
8 w9 high-dose A ABS @A> %>N attr: w10 arg 1     attr 4 
9 w10 ganciclovir N NOM SG @OBJ %NH obj: w8 arg 1   attrbase 4 

 

Column definitions 
No Tag No Tag No Tag 
1 Token number 6 Dependency relation 10 Role in modifier proposition 
2 Word address 7 Dependency target 11 Modifier proposition number 
3 Lemma 8 Role in verbal proposition 12 Role in attribute proposition 
4 Word class morphology  9 Verbal proposition number 13 Attribute proposition number 
5 Syntactic function     

Table 6. An example dependency parser output with annotated propositions. 

Frieda walks once from left to right through the parsed sentence. From every word (leaf of the 
dependency tree) Frieda steps upwards toward the root of the dependency structure. On the way 
upwards, she interprets the syntactic categories assigned by the parser: 

• If the she arrives at a verb, the verb is used as the predicate of a verbal proposition, the new 
proposition number is noted in column 9, and the verb is given its role as predicate in column 
8. 

• Adjectives and nouns qualify as arguments of a proposition. All adjectives and nouns found 
on the way to this verb are annotated as participants (arg) in column 8 and in column 9.  

In basically the same fashion, modifier propositions are derived from prepositional phrases, and 
attributive propositions from nominal heads with attributes. In these types of propositions, a nominal 
base or head and argument roles are used. In modifier propositions the prepositional link is annotated, 
too. Modifier propositions are annotated in the columns 10 and 11, attributive propositions in the 
columns 12 and 13. Like this, concepts may participate in different proposition types at the same time. 
In the present case, the parser result has been annotated with 4 candidate propositions. The following 
agents will check whether they – or part of them – can be recognized by ontology propositions (cf. 
figure 16). 

In real sentences, many propositions can be spotted like this. There remain, however, limitations: a 
proposition cannot be embedded in another proposition of its own type, e.g. an attributive proposition 
can participate in a modifier proposition, but there is no place to note a modifier proposition integrated 
into a larger prepositional phrase / modifier proposition.  

Where the parse cannot provide good dependency links, Frieda will miss some propositions. The most 
outstanding weakness, however, is Frieda’s poor treatment of the follow-up terms in coordinations. 
Here, Frieda currently cannot do more than integrate the first noun into a proposition.  

When she is done, Frieda writes the augmented parser output table to the TextBB and calls Heini. 
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Figure 18. Frieda TextToPropMini annotates candidate propositions in a parsed sentence. 

3.3.4 Heini DispatchProposition 

 
Figure 19. Heini DispatchProposition isolates candidate propositions in a sentence 

Heini DispatchProposition (figure 19) identifies the propositions that Frieda has annotated in a 
sentence and gives them one by one to Hugo. With the help of a control record, Heini remembers 
which propositions are there in a sentence, and which of them he already submitted to Hugo.  

Propositions may be distributed over the whole sentence without necessarily being continuous 
stretches. The agent assembles their participant words, making sure that there is a relation head 
(marked as attrbase, pred or modhead), then he ticks the current proposition off in his control record 
and stores both proposition and control record on the TextBB.  

In very simple cases, propositions may share a member to another proposition, thus resolving an 
anaphora / coreference. For safety reasons, this is currently restricted to relative pronouns in subject 
positions. Heini replaces them by the noun they refer to before delivering the proposition. 

Heini sets Hugo’s start pair (concept combination) to initial negative values (-7). He alerts Hugo.  

When Heini is activated by Frieda, Frieda has just stored a newly annotated sentence on the TextBB. 
Heini fetches the annotated parse record of the sentence from the TextBB, and he finds an empty 
control record. He sets up a new one.  

If the start-up call comes from Hugo, the current sentence is already under way and Hugo is asking for 
the next proposition. In this case, Heini fetches the filled control record from the TextBB and if 
possible picks the next proposition.  
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When all propositions are done, Heini calls Paula. She will save the current sentence with its hits to 
the ScenarioBB, if there are any, and ask Kurt for a fresh sentence.  

Readers who want to see a specimen of Java agent code doing summarization subtasks will find 
Heini’s functional role in the annex. The simple anaphora solution method has been cut out. Heini was 
selected because he has the shortest code.  

3.3.5 Hugo SpotOntoProps 
 

No lemma word class 
morphology 

syntactic  
function 

depend 
relation 

cid role prop 
no 

0 give EN @-FMAINV %VP main: 0 pred 1 
1 patient N NOM PL @SUBJ %NH subj: 38811 arg 1 
2 at PREP @<NOM %N< mod: 0 praep 1 
3 cytomegalovirus ABBR NOM SG @A> %>N attr: 39206 arg 1 
4 risk N NOM SG @<P %NH pcomp: 39152 arg 1 
5 high dose A ABS @A> %>N attr: 43174 arg 1 
6 ganciclovir N NOM SG @OBJ %NH obj: 39204 arg 1 

Table 7. Candidate proposition 1 after ontology lookup. A synonym / abbreviation has been changed to the preferred concept 
name: cmv - > cytomegalovirus. High-dose has been adapted in spelling. In column cid, the ID of ontology concepts has been 
entered. 

Hugo SpotOntoProps (figure 20) deals with the proposition submitted by Heini, but only if it contains 
at least two ontology concepts. Otherwise he drops it. The ontology concepts appearing in the text 
span of the proposition may be the concepts themselves or their synonyms / spellings, as far as known 
to the ontology. If synonyms are found, they are replaced by their base concepts for further processing.  

Let us assume Heini has transmitted candidate proposition 1 of table 6 to Hugo, and Hugo has looked 
up its 5 ontology concepts. For the abbreviation cmv Hugo has substituted the preferred term 
cytomegalovirus. He has adapted the spelling of high-dose. In table 7, the update of the proposition is 
displayed.  

If the proposition from text encloses two (or more) ontology concepts, it is taken as a may-be 
realization / instance of an ontology proposition that shares these two concepts. The problem is to 
know which ontology propositions might subsume the current input proposition.  

For every pair of ontology concepts appearing in the input proposition, Hugo finds the IDs of the 
corresponding ontology propositions and puts them onto a list.  

For both concepts of the pair, ontology propositions can also be identified via a second pathway, using 
a unifier that a domain expert has defined and attached to a proposition argument. In this case, Hugo 
finds propositions with the help of the unifier list. He checks whether there is a unifier proposing the 
currently needed concept, and if a proposition argument contains the ID of this unifier. If so, the 
proposition argument can accept the concept from the unifier. Hugo notes the proposition ID and 
produces an ersatz argument for it. All ersatz arguments are stored in an ArrayList.  

Hugo weeds out doubles and illegitimate combinations of proposition IDs and ersatz arguments. He 
also updates and stores a list of the proposition IDs that he has already given to Rudi before. 
Propositions on this list are intercepted and no longer submitted to Rudi.  

As often as he has checked one concept pair and obtained results, Hugo transmits his results – the 
shortlist of proposition IDs and the ArrayList of ersatz arguments – to the TextBB, to the attention of 
Rudi. Hugo stores the start pair information for his next run on the TextBB as well. 

He activates Rudi. 
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Figure 20. Hugo SpotOntoProps finds ontology propositions that may subsume a text proposition 

3.3.6 Rudi VerifyPropArguments 
The agent Rudi VerifyPropArguments (see figure 21) checks whether a candidate proposition can be 
subsumed by an ontology proposition, as far as its object concepts are concerned. When Hugo’s call 
arrives, Rudi fetches his data from the TextBB: 

• the current text-based candidate proposition 
• the shortlist of ontology proposition IDs that may, according to Hugo, subsume the candidate 

proposition 
• if provided, a set of ersatz proposition arguments that adapt ontology propositions to the 

concepts of the candidate proposition 

When Herta asks for input, the procedure is the same, but in this case the shortlist has been reduced 
during Rudi’s earlier runs. 

Rudi picks the next proposition ID from the shortlist and checks it. He gets the ontology proposition. If 
he finds ersatz arguments that fit, he replaces the respective proposition arguments with ersatz 
arguments. He retrieves the ontology proposition’s syntax record and looks up which of its arguments 
are obligatory, and which ones are optional. 

In Hugo’s list dealing with the demo proposition 1, Rudi finds at some time that ontology proposition 
17650 (see figure 22) might match it with its concepts patient and ganciclovir. 

He tries to subsume the candidate proposition under the possibly reworked ontology proposition. First 
he checks whether the ontology proposition has arguments that are identical with concepts of the 
candidate proposition. If so, he assigns the respective text-based concept to the argument role of the 
ontology proposition. He always succeeds twice, since the ontology proposition was selected because 
it agrees with two concepts of the proposition from text.  

After that, Rudi tries to fill the other ontology argument roles with concepts of the text-based 
proposition. If the first try – a local concept match – goes wrong, Rudi looks for other ontology 
propositions that feature the same argument role, but may subsume a variety of other fillers. Human 
experts crafted these subsumptions. This inspires confidence. If Rudi finds an argument – filler pair 
that fits the pair under consideration – he adopts the human solution and assigns the current concept. If 
he finds more than one offer, Rudi chooses the most frequent one. If he has failed so far, Rudi does a 
last try: he steps up through the concept hierarchy and tries to subsume the current concept under an 
ontology concept. If he succeeds he assigns the concept accordingly. Like this, the agent goes through 
all arguments and concepts available.  
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Figure 21. Rudi VerifyPropArguments subsumes concepts of a text proposition under ontology propositions. 

 
Figure 22. An ontology proposition (ID 17650) possibly matching a text span of candidate proposition 1 in two concepts: 
patient and ganciclovir.  

In the present case, Rudi has to categorize on his own. He finds that the concept high dose from input 
can be subsumed under XquantDosage. He puts it in. He checks whether all obligatory arguments 
have received fillers (see table 8, required, testable and match tags). This is the case. Ontology-based 
IE has worked for three concepts of the current proposition: patient, ganciclovir, and high dose. The 
XadministrationMode argument of the ontology proposition remains unaffected. There is no need for a 
text-based proposition to match it (see argument 4 in figure 22 and its required tag in table 8). 

pos propid concept cid role hypercid unif required testable match 
0 17650 administer 0 pred 0 0 false false false 
1 17650 null 0 arg 41884 0 false true false 
2 17650 patient 38811 arg 38811 1572 false true true 
3 17650 ganciclovir 39204 arg 39375 0 true true true 
4 17650 intravenous 38548 arg 42583 0 false false false 
5 17650 high dose 43174 arg 39595 0 false false true 

Table 8. Concepts of the ontology proposition 17650 match a part of the text-based proposition 1. High dose has been entered 
from input under the free variable XquantValue. All compulsory matches have been achieved (tags required, testable and 
match). 

For the proposition with ID 21056, some more reworking is required. Figure 23 shows that it deals 
with a risk resulting from chromosome aberration, and it accepts a unifier for specifying other risk 
classes. 
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Rudi receives the proposition with an ersatz concept risk for the risk class. He puts it in. When Rudi 
subsumes the concepts of the text span of proposition 1 to the ontology proposition, he picks the 
current risk-producing object, namely the cytomegalovirus, and fills it into the XrisFactObj slot so that 
it replaces chromosome aberration. This is supported in the ontology: in 17 cases, human experts 
categorized a cytomegalovirus as an XriskFactObj. Rudi follows their example. Here, the majority 
opinion is correct. At the end of his work, Rudi comes up with an adapted ontology proposition 21056 
(see table 9). 

 
Figure 23. The proposition 21056, unifier view. The unifier Trisk may exchange the filler of the XriskClass argument role. 

pos propid concept cid role hypercid unif required testable match 
0 21056 haveRiskClass 0 pred 0 0 false false false 
1 21056 patient 38811 arg 38811 0 true true true 
2 21056 risk 39152 arg 32152 1708 true false true 
3 21056 cytomegalovirus 39206 arg 42393 0 false true true 

Table 9. Ontology proposition 21056, reworked with a unifier and an own subsumption. 

If Rudi cannot establish a fit between ontology proposition and text-based proposition, he discards the 
current ontology proposition and takes the next one from the shortlist.  

In the remaining cases, Rudi verifies the type of the subsuming proposition. If it belongs to a limited 
group of attributive propositions like patientCharacteristic, there is no verbal relation. In this case, 
Rudi adds the ID of the recognizing ontology proposition to the sentence’s hit list and goes on to the 
next ontology proposition from the shortlist.  

If the recognizing proposition requires a verbal relation, Rudi writes the candidate proposition 
(propUp) and the ontology proposition (propDown) with the subsumption result onto the TextBB. He 
activates Herta. 

3.3.7 Herta CheckPropRelations 
Herta CheckPropRelations (figure 24) verifies whether the verbal relation as formulated in the text-
based candidate proposition is compatible with the predicate of the ontology proposition, given the 
paraphrase set of the ontology proposition. To this end, she fetches the candidate proposition and the 
ontology proposition that subsumes the candidate proposition’s object concepts correctly.  

Herta concentrates on the linguistic surface formulation of the verbal relation. Therefore she looks at 
the candidate proposition that comes as an annotated parse. Where concepts in the text-based 
candidate proposition coincide with concepts of the ontology proposition, she adds the hyperconcept 
ID of the ontology proposition to the text-based proposition (cf. table 10). Like this, she can recognize 
satisfied argument roles. In addition she obtains checkpoints in the dependency structures of the text-
based candidate proposition and in her paraphrases.  

With the ID of the ontology proposition, Herta retrieves the proposition’s paraphrases from the 
database. These paraphrases (see sample in table 11) contain placeholders for concepts and the 
wording of a verbal relation as provided by a linguistic expert. Most paraphrases are short, just 
covering the textual correlate of a proposition. Their variables fit the argument roles of the ontology 
proposition, but the wording of the verbal frame is as we expect it when the ontology proposition 
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occurs in real text. If a paraphrase fits, the paraphrase is a macroproposition [39] of the text-based 
proposition. It identifies a correct verbal frame  / predicate assignment of the ontology proposition. 

 
Figure 24. Herta’s actvities: verification of the verbal relation and hits delivery. PropUp is the text-based candidate 
proposition, propDown the possibly adapted ontology proposition. 

No lemma word class 
morphology 

syntactic  
function 

depend 
relation 

cid hyper-
cid 

role prop 
no 

0 give EN @-FMAINV %VP main: 0  pred 1 
1 patient N NOM PL @SUBJ %NH subj: 38811 38811 arg 1 
2 at PREP @<NOM %N< mod: 0  praep 1 
3 cytomegalovirus ABBR NOM SG @A> %>N attr: 39206  arg 1 
4 risk N NOM SG @<P %NH pcomp: 39152  arg 1 
5 high dose A ABS @A> %>N attr: 43174 39595 arg 1 
6 ganciclovir N NOM SG @OBJ %NH obj: 39204 39375 arg 1 

Table 10. Candidate proposition 1 matched with ontology proposition 17650: integrated IDs of concepts and argument roles 
in cid and hypercid columns. 

Herta may preview the paraphrase set: If no non-stopword term of the whole paraphrase set agrees 
with the current text-based proposition’s non-ontology terms, she skips the paraphrase set. As soon as 
she has a valid paraphrase set, Herta filters out those paraphrases that, by virtue of their type (active 
VP, passive VP, NP) can match the candidate proposition, and she sets up her control record, 
switching all controls to ii (no match), and uu (no match needed - applied to determiners, 
conjunctions, and auxiliary verbs). 

Herta’s next practical step is to fetch Rudi’s output and the candidate proposition. She integrates the 
IDs of argument roles into the candidate proposition. In the demo case of proposition 17650, she starts 
with the representation shown in table 10. 

Herta checks in three passes whether the paraphrase sufficiently subsumes the text-based proposition: 

• She attaches the ontology concepts of the text-derived proposition with the help of the 
common role concept to the paraphrase. From the shared concepts of text proposition and 
ontology proposition she steps up the dependency structure of the paraphrase, tagging all 
concepts on her way either ok (matches) or op (no match needed, for intermediate targets like 
prepositions).  

• After that, she looks at terms of the text-based proposition that have not yet been tagged and 
tries to match them with the verbal tie of the paraphrase, both in wording and syntactical 
parser tag. Terms that match are tagged ok or op, depending on their parser tags. 
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• In her last pass, Herta deals with paraphrase concepts that did not receive fillers. As Rudi had 
checked that all obligatory roles are busy, the remaining open roles are facultative. Herta 
marks these concepts as op (optional), together with all intermediate terms she finds in the 
dependency tree when walking from the concept to the root. 

Table 11 shows the paraphrase record 14076205 of proposition 17650. Among other things, it 
switches the expression of the verbal relation from administer to give. In figure 25, the paraphrase 
14076205 presents its dependency structure, so that is easier to imagine how Herta walks to the root 
(with dependency target 1 / w1) while checking the fit of the paraphrase. 

para-
phrase ID 

no word 
ID 

token word class 
morphology 

syntactic  
function 

depend 
relation 

hyper-
cid 

dep-
target 

14076205 1 2 Xpatient N NOM SG @SUBJ %NH subj: 38811 3 
14076205 2 3 be V PRES SG3 @+FAUXV %AUX v-ch: 0 4 
14076205 3 4 give EN @-FMAINV %VP main: 0 1 
14076205 4 5 Xmedication N NOM SG @A> %>N attr: 39375 6 
14076205 5 6 XadministrationMode N NOM SG @OBJ %NH obj: 42583 4 

Table 11. Paraphrase record 14076205 for ontology proposition 17650. Word ID and dep-target express the dependency tree 
of the paraphrase. The hypercid IDs attach participants of the ontology proposition and the surface text span. 

 
Figure 25. Dependency tree of paraphrase 14076205. The paraphrase’s argument roles subsume fillers from text without 
changing of the dependency structure.  

0 ok Xpatient N NOM SG @SUBJ %NH subj: 38811 
1 uu be V PRES SG3 @+FAUXV %AUX v-ch: 0 
2 ok give EN @-FMAINV %VP main: 0 
3 ok Xmedication N NOM SG @A> %>N attr: 39375 
4 ok Xadministrationmode N NOM SG @OBJ %NH obj: 42583 

Table 12. A recognition success of proposition 17650: all tags of paraphrase 14076205 are correct (second column), shared 
hyperconcept IDs from the ontology proposition in the rightmost column. Wording of the verbal relation (lines 2 and 3) 
conform to the surface text span as required. 

Herta notes her hits. If the control record now contains no remaining ii scores, Herta obtained a hit. 
Table 12 shows the hit record of ontology proposition 17650 and paraphrase 14076205 (cf. table 11). 
Herta adds the ID of the successful ontology proposition to the sentence’s hit list on the 
TextBlackBoard. 

When proposition 21056 arrives for Herta’s relation check, Herta integrates it with the text-based 
proposition 1 (see table 13). This time, the concepts patient, cytomegalovirus and risk are shared by 
proposition 1 and the ontology proposition. 

Herta tests her paraphrases of proposition 21056. After some tries the successful paraphrase 14086547 
emerges. It is shown in table 14. Here, an Xpatient has an attribute that is Xriskfactobj – an object that 
involves a risk: the cytomegalovirus. The Xriskfactobj is equipped with an attribute relation holding an 
Xriskclass: the risk. In a normal text surface formulation we have a cytomegalovirus risk patient.  This 
happens to be correct, but it also shows a weak point of the ontology and the proposition 21056: the 
hyperconcept 42393 is defined as object, while the nominalization demands that it must be an 
XriskFactObj, an object that engenders a risk.  

If Herta cannot assign a matching ontology proposition with the help of paraphrases, she falls back on 
a list of simple one-word verbal synonyms stored in the ontology proposition’s syntax record. If a term 
in the record matches the verb of the candidate proposition from text, Herta adds the hit to the 
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sentence’s hit list as well. This recognition may be less safe, because the verbal link is identified by 
the wording of the verb only. But often it is an acceptable solution, too.  

After all this, Herta asks Rudi for the next pair of text proposition and subsuming ontology 
proposition.  

No lemma word class 
morphology 

syntactic  
function 

depend 
relation 

cid hyper-
cid 

role prop 
no 

0 give EN @-FMAINV %VP main: 0  pred 1 
1 patient N NOM PL @SUBJ %NH subj: 38811 38811 arg 1 
2 at PREP @<NOM %N< mod: 0  praep 1 
3 cytomegalovirus ABBR NOM SG @A> %>N attr: 39206 42393 arg 1 
4 risk N NOM SG @<P %NH pcomp: 39152 39152 arg 1 
5 high dose A ABS @A> %>N attr: 43174  arg 1 
6 ganciclovir N NOM SG @OBJ %NH obj: 39204  arg 1 

Table 13. Candidate proposition 1 matched with ontology proposition 21056: integrated IDs of concepts and argument roles 
in cid and hypercid columns (cf. table 10 where the match is set up with proposition 17560). 

para-
phrase ID 

no word 
ID 

token word class 
morphology 

syntactic  
function 

depend 
relation 

hyper-
cid 

dep-
target 

14086547 1 2 Xriskclass N NOM SG @>A %>N attr: 39152 3 
14086547 2 3 Xriskfactobj N NOM SG @>A %>N attr: 42393 4 
14086547 3 4 Xpatient N NOM SG @NH %NH main: 38811 1 

Table 14. Paraphrase 14086547 of proposition 21056. The paraphrase derives a nominalization from a verbal clause. 

Reviewing the agents’ information extraction  
Herta is at the end of the agents’ production chain. When she states a hit, several agents have 
cooperated to achieve it, and different types of knowledge have been combined. Figure 26 displays an 
example. It helps to keep track of the knowledge items that the agents managed to achieve a 
recognition success: 
1.  A concept pair (here patient and donor leukocyte infusion) in a candidate proposition calls an ontology 
proposition sharing these concepts. 

2. The ontology proposition obeys a syntax record that specifies the argument roles of a proposition type, and 
which of its slots must be filled. These constraints are part of the ontology proposition. They may be explicitly 
added to it. 

3. The candidate proposition must provide the obligatory concepts of the ontology proposition. They are not 
necessarily identical with the concepts that activated the ontology proposition.   

4. Other argument roles of the ontology proposition also accept concepts from the candidate proposition, if their 
argument roles subsume them. 

5. Facultative argument roles of the ontology proposition may remain open. 

6. The verbal tie may be none in case of specific propositions that use syntactic links or prepositional links (e.g. 
patientCharacteristic). 

7. The verbal dependency structure of an ontology proposition’s paraphrase must correspond to the dependency 
structure of the candidate proposition in the input sentence. 

8. The syntax record of an ontology proposition provides a list of verbs that may serve as synonyms of the 
predicate. They are used for identifying the verbal relation of the candidate proposition if no paraphrase is 
available. They may succeed if the verbal relation is expressed as a simple verb. 

In figure 26, the relations between the combined knowledge types are emphasized. Two ontology 
concepts from the input proposition (patient, donor leukocyte infusion) trigger a potentially identifying 
ontology proposition. The ontology proposition has argument roles and concepts that set checkpoints 
for recognition, but not all of them must be strictly met, so that some openness for new knowledge is 
achieved. In the example, leukemia is accepted as a disease, and a remission is accepted as a process, 
because the text proposition offers these concepts and because they can be subsumed by free argument 
roles of the ontology proposition. 

The ontology proposition is equipped with a set of paraphrases for verification of the verbal relation in 
text. In figure 26, the paraphrase permits that a nominalization of a verbal expression, treatment of  to 
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be accepted as predicate. The verbal synonyms of the syntax record are not needed and not shown in 
figure 26. 

 
Figure 26. Combined knowledge applied for assignment of an ontology proposition to a sentence. The paraphrase 
nominalizes the verbal relation. 

3.3.8 Paula SumUpHits 
Paula SumUpHits (figure 27) has access to two blackboards, namely to the TextBB and to the 
ScenarioBB. She stows away the finished sentence with its recognition results to the ScenarioBB and 
clears the TextBB for the next sentence. This happens every time Heini calls because he is asked to 
provide a next proposition, and he does not have any. 

 
Figure 27. Paula SumUpHits – the tidy-up agent. 

When Kurt asks Paula to sum up, Paula’s activities are running on the ScenarioBB. From there she 
fetches the records of all sentences with their hit lists. Paula sorts the IDs of the hit lists so that an 
orderly recognition profile emerges. After that she compares the sentences: if their recognition results 
are identical, she compares their wording, reducing it to content words with the help of a stopword list. 
If the content words are identical, Paula weeds out the double. This is the simple implementation of a 
very efficient human summarization strategy. 
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Paula returns the reorganized hit list to the ScenarioBB and calls Kurt. He will close down agent 
activity. Summarization results are ready for presentation to the user. Table 15 shows the format in 
which Paula delivers her results. The IDs of snips record the document number, the paragraph number 
and the sentence number, so that the return to the home position of the snip is prepared. In the sample 
in table 15, only the sentence number is used. The second line of an entry contains the IDs of 
recognizing ontology propositions. After that, the wording of the sentence follows. 
 

0 ID: 0 0 2 
20042 20043 
Philadelphia chromosome is the cytogenetic hallmark of chronic myeloid leukemia.  

1 ID: 0 0 3 
20499 
The translocation forms a chimeric gene, bcr-abl, which generates BCR-ABL.  

2 ID: 0 0 4 
22425 
This fusion protein constitutively activates ABL tyrosine kinase and causes CML.  

3 ID: 0 0 5 
19483 19650 19658 19661 19726 20513 20724 20781 20802 21113 21845 
Imatinib mesylate is a selective tyrosine kinase inhibitor on ABL, c-Kit and PGDF-receptor, and functions through competitive 
inhibition at the ATP-binding site of the enzyme, which leads to growth arrest or apoptosis in cells that express BCR-ABL.  

4 ID: 0 0 5 
18586 18600 21119 21980 
Imatinib has revolutionized the management of patients with CML, and at a dose of 400 mg daily has become the current 
standard therapy for newly diagnosed patients with CML even when they have HLA-matched family donors.  

5 ID: 0 0 6 
19916 22371 
Although imatinib therapy has only a 5-year history, it is hoped that CML will be cured with this drug and with forthcoming 
second-generation tyrosine kinase inhibitors as well as by allogeneic stem cell transplantation in patients who have become 
resistant to these drugs. 

Table 15. A sample output of the agent community as delivered by Paula 

3.3.9 The next agent 
The agent community can readily integrate new members. The next agent, let us call him Hans 
NoTruism, would cancel overly general propositions from processing, thus enacting an efficient 
strategy of competent human summarizers. For this purpose, a domain expert has already set a concept 
property in the ontology that distinguishes normal and very general concepts. For every proposition, 
the agent might look up this concept property, and delete propositions combining two or more very 
general concepts.  

4. Evaluation 
The evaluation of the Summit-BMT agents and their ontology refers to empirical methods from the 
social sciences [41, 63, 64, 65, 66]. They seem appropriate where agents and human users interact, 
because they consider information seeking from the outside world. After all, evaluation is not an end 
in itself, but a means for assessing the performance of system for a certain purpose. 

4.1 Evaluation outside mainstream methodology 
The heavy evaluation machinery in the DUC conferences and elsewhere raises the question of whether 
alternative evaluation methods might be more effective, achieving more insight with less apparatus. In 
addition, mainstream IR-based evaluation sets preconditions that are not met everywhere, and it 
disregards important features of summarization or information extraction. As is well known, the deep-
rooted precision and recall metrics presuppose stable document collections of considerable size. They 
are often not available in natural environments. ROUGE [55] is a well-known and interesting system 
for the assessment of automatic summarization. It is, however, restricted in its application: 

• ROUGE needs a "gold standard" to which it compares an automatic solution. Good automatic 
results would conform to the gold standard. Gold-standard summaries must be hand-crafted, 
and they are not normative, as is well known. 
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• ROUGE works on surface expressions only without considering how they were produced. The 
authors of [57] observe that ROUGE scores sink when the same content is formulated 
differently. This is a serious drawback. 

• ROUGE is not sensitive to the impact of the ontology or the performance of an agent. Their 
role is, however, of core interest in ontology-based information extraction and summarization. 

• ROUGE evaluation remains intrinsic. It does not consider users and use situations – e.g., the 
judge's or the reader's contribution to interpretation – although their thinking skills are an 
indispensable condition of understanding.  

• ROUGE does not serve users, but researchers. It targets researchers who want to see how their 
systems perform in comparison to others. Its results are meaningful inside an industrial DUC-
like evaluation environment. Users and others may instead want an instance judgement as to 
whether this current interpretation is correct or faulty. They are better off with simpler 
assessment methods that achieve their ends. 

When agents follow summarization strategies observed in human summarizers, their evaluation indeed 
opens up some new perspectives. In the present case the agents mark answer-bearing sentences with 
ontology propositions. As a group, the agents can be graded on their more or less correct hits. 
Mistakes can be tracked to individual agents performing a specific subtask, often stumbling over bad 
or missing knowledge. Two cooperating judges with a different focus of competence evaluated a 
sample of the SummIt-BMT agents’ hits. After a first test run, the judges supplied better knowledge, 
thus recording their reproaches constructively. As a consequence, the judges’ contributions are 
available for inspection, and the agents can try again with better knowledge. This style of evaluation is 
formative, but it ends up with a final state of inspection that is summative. 

This evaluation evidently does not follow mainstream methodology. Instead, the evaluation procedure 
applies a set of simple principles: 

• Reduce sizes by sampling. 
• Record decisions. 
• Be constructive. 
• Apply familiar scoring methods. 
• Cooperate and discuss decisions.  
• Question your performance. 

Qualitative insight is often criticized as being vague: if an achievement is qualified as “fair” this is 
said to be vague, whereas a mark 3.0 would be precise. This is, of course, not true. The scale from 
good to bad is and remains qualitative. Mapping it to numerical values may mask its qualitative nature 
and ease statistical processing, but it does not change it.  

Meaning is what summarization is about. Human users will appreciate achievements of systems 
qualitatively and with respect to their own summarization skills. Since raters are a special type of 
users, they should assess the system accordingly. 

4.2 The assessment procedure 
The evaluation took place in a stable test bed. For evaluation purposes, the domain expert set the 
queries, thus replacing a regular user. Then, the extractive summarization procedure was performed as 
usual: The agents are provided with text passages that are likely to fit the current user query because 
they share concepts with it. The possibly answer-bearing passages are submitted sentence by sentence. 
If evidence is available, the agents mark the respective sentences with the ontology propositions that 
should justify them as relevant.  
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Figure 28. Overview of the assessment procedure 

Figure 28 presents an overview of the whole assessment procedure. It shows who does what and states 
the temporal sequence of contributions. In the following, the most characteristic features of the 
assessment procedure are discussed in some detail. 

Using samples 
For an in-depth assessment the data quantity must be kept manageable. We reduced the size of 
investigation with a very simple random sampling:  The domain expert chose from Medline 3 abstracts 
for each of six BMT topics:  

• BCR-abl  
• childhood ALL 
• Donor leukocyte infusion (DLI) 
• Unrelated donor leukocyte infusion (UDLI) 
• AML in elderly patients 
• CMV treatment with Ganciclovir  

This was still too much work, so that only BCR-abl, childhood ALL and CMV treatment with 
Ganciclovir were completely assessed. The other topics were left behind without consideration of their 
content. 

Scoring 
For raters the problem is to decide whether the agents assigned correct ontology propositions, whether 
they hit the main points of the statement, whether the recognition record is reasonably complete, 
whether the assigned propositions are concretely to the point, and so on. A perfect recognition would 
be a set of propositions without any absurd items and spurious doubles, precisely covering the relevant 
aspects of the input sentence.  

During assessment the rater looks at the individual assigned propositions, judges their recognition 
value one by one, and sums up all individual markings to obtain the overall recognition score for a 
sentence. She repeats the procedure for every sentence of a test text. Human students’ written tests are 
scored in a very similar fashion: every examination subtask is assessed, after that the individual scores 
are summed up to obtain the grade. This familiar procedure is transferred to the agents. 

It is not difficult to assess the individual interpretations. The simple scale used for student grading 
does the job: 
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very good (1) – good (2) – mediocre (3) – just sufficient (4) – unacceptable (5) 

For the reviewers, the thinking act is as with student tests: how much truth does it contain? The more 
truth, the better the score on the familiar 5-value scale. 

Reviewers roughly average their individual scores and then consider how much of the important 
content of the input sentence has been covered. Coverage holes lower the overall mark of a sentence’s 
recognition, as do spurious repetitions in assigned propositions. 

As with students, scoring and criticism is constructive and concrete. A student may ask for an 
explanation of what was wrong in her test, and the examiner answers by stating more or better 
knowledge, or even by showing the student how to go about with the task in question. Students 
appreciate pretests as a way to prepare for the serious examination that is definitively marked, because 
this familiarizes them with the test situation and helps them to discover and fill holes in their 
knowledge. 

The practice with students is easily transferred to agents. They run twice. In the first test, the agents 
use the ontology as it is and produce their results. Their results are assessed and the raters correct 
evident ontology shortcomings. The agents run again, with better knowledge. The second run is the 
serious one. Its scorings are used for the definitive assessment of the agent performance. 

Tandem assessment 
Two raters with different areas of expertise cooperate:  

• a clinical biologist and biochemist as domain expert  
• an AI researcher with limited domain knowledge, but more technical understanding of the 

agents and their theoretical background 

Both raters work in sequence, with the biologist beginning and the AI researcher following her (cf. 
figure 28). 

When a rater constructively criticizes an agent by equipping it with better knowledge, she improves 
the success chances for the second agent run, with interesting side effects: 

• the impact of the knowledge base is uncovered 
• shortcomings of the knowledge base are explicitly stated  
• the raters’ amendments and thinking work are recorded and available for discussion  

Since there are two raters, the agent scoring and ontology updates are split into two parts, performed 
by the two persons. Since activities are recorded, they are open to discussion.   

The expert biologist ran the agents first (cf. figure 28). She marked the recognition results and 
expressed her discontent by making knowledge base enhancements. Then the more technical rater and 
author of this paper did the pickings, assessing the agents again and adding knowledge base updates. 
After that, the agents had their serious second run, this time managed by the second judge. At the end 
of this, the raters discussed the scores and their dissenting opinions. The definitive scores were 
developed and noted (see table 16 below). The double intellectual input and the discussion proved to 
be a very fruitful investment. It improved assessment quality. 

4.3 Agent performance evaluation 
Figure 29 shows a sentence with a simple and good (2) recognition record of the second agent run. 
The state of the patient has been interpreted correctly. The patient has a minimal residual disease. The 
agents also found that the residual disease is verified with HM-FISH. Their overall result would be 
very good if the two alternative or additional laboratory methods IP-FISH and RT-PCR had been 
identified as well. This is, however, not the case, the problem being Frieda’s still too simple 
coordination treatment.  

In figure 29, the proposition  
22441 
stageInTherapy (patient, minimal residual disease, complete cytogenetic remission) 
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appears in bold because the agents had already found and interpreted it in their first run. The other two 
propositions are new findings of the second run. They illustrate that knowledge base updates are worth 
the effort. In particular, the agents can make sense of FISH when retrying with better knowledge at 
hand. 

Figure 30 illustrates several points. Here, only the first part of a rather lengthy sentence has been hit 
by the three propositions shown. They represent the successful assignments. 

All in all, the sentence has 64 ontology propositions assigned. The bulk of them are semantic doubles 
of proposition 19049, derived with unifier concepts from alternative ontology propositions. Most of 
them are acceptable, but they repeat already known content. So they are criticized as being 
superfluous. Together with the lacking coverage of the second sentence half, they drop the score of 
sentence recognition quality to sufficient (4) only.  

 
Figure 29. Good recognition results without unifier use  

All proposition assignments apply unifiers: the ontology propositions receive substitute concepts (in 
italics) as permitted by an accredited unifier so that the current concept of the input sentence / 
proposition can be matched. As proposition 19049 shows, not all concepts must be met. The syntax 
record of a predicate sets some obligatory categories. The others are optional. In proposition 19049, 
only the patient and therapy categories must be matched. The disease concept must be a disease, but 
any disease is accepted.   

The acronym CSF (here: cerebrospinal fluid) is the main cause of the recognition failure in the second 
part of the sentence. CSF is an acronym of colony-stimulating factor, too. The agent Hugo resolves the 
acronym to colony-stimulating factor, and of course, no evidence for a chemotherapy entering the 
colony-stimulating factor can be found. If Hugo was able to retry with the next concept supplied by 
the ontology, which happens to be the good one, the interpretation might succeed.  

 
Figure 30. Very mediocre recognition result using unifiers 

The agents’ scores 
The overall results of the agents are summarized in table 16. Their marks are not too bad, after due 
improvement of their knowledge resources. In order to appreciate these results, one can simply 
imagine student groups had obtained them in examination tasks. Assessment is restricted to sentences 
that have been initially identified as possibly relevant because they contained at least two ontology 
concepts. Hopeless sentences do not influence the score.  
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R1 is the first run, R2 the second run of the agents after knowledge base update. A mean raw score is 
the average of marks given to assigned propositions in the respective abstract. The mean final rating is 
the consensus score of both reviewers after discussion, averaged over all sentences of an abstract. In 
this final mark, holistic features such as coverage of the whole sentence content influence assessment, 
often causing a sharp drop in the marking.  

As one might have expected, the agents reach better scores in the second run, and for at least two good 
reasons:  

• They work with better knowledge provided by two humans who cooperate and combine their 
competences. 

• They profit from being judged by two raters who take more time and invest more competence 
and effort.  

Roughly doubling the rating capacity in comparison to single stand-alone raters is a good investment. 
Especially proposition assignments with a complicated derivation history (the sophisticated 
assignments the developers are proud of!) were scored more equitably. Verifying them was asked too 
much of a single domain expert reviewer, because it takes considerable time and uses knowledge 
normally not readily available to a domain expert. 

 
Abstract number of 

sentences 
R1 

sentence 
hits 

R1 mean 
raw 

score 

R2 
sentence 

hits 

R2  
mean raw 

score 

mean 
final 

rating 
Bcr-abl1 13 9 2.05 11 1.37 3.7 
Bcr-abl2 7 2 3.67 6 2.0 2.2 
Bcr-abl3 10 2 4.23 5 1.75 2.2 
Childhood ALL1 8 4 3.77 5 2.63 3.2 
Childhood ALL2 10 3 4.0 2 1.78 1.5 
Childhood ALL3 16 6 3.18 10 2.39 3.6 
CMVganciclovir1 12 6 4.35 6 2.15 2.7 
CMVganciclovir2 12 8 2.25 7 2.0 3.6 
CMVganciclovir3 12 1 5.0 6 2.4 3.0 

Table 16. Final overall scores of the agents. 

Agents still obtain medium to low markings. They are a long way away from excellence. But in the 
second run, no overall interpretation is unacceptable (= without some truth in it) although individual 
recognitions may be. This is not too bad for newcomers. 

4.4 The raters’ self-assessment report 
The next examples illustrate the raters’ experiences during assessment. The account must remain 
based on examples, because it came as a surprise to us that a second judge involved would engender 
such an impact.  

Table 17 presents a case where the second rater’s contribution considerably changes the outcome:  
“We monitored BCR-ABL transcript levels by quantitative real-time PCR in 103 patients treated with 
imatinib for chronic myeloid leukaemia in chronic phase for a median of 30.3 months after they achieved 
complete cytogenetic remission.” 

In the first run, the domain expert obtained 22 hits for this sentence and found most of them very poor. 
Her judgement is recorded in column R1. After discussion and ontology updates, the second run 
brought only 9 hits and a better fit, as seen from the scores. In the table, bold fonts mark the 
propositions shared in both result sets. Two new propositions were added to the ontology, the IDs 
18632 and 18987 (in italics).  

A clean-up of propositions built with the isTreated predicate explains most of the difference. There, 
therapies and drugs had been mixed up. In the 9 hits set of run 2, all isTreated propositions contain 
drug concepts, the faulty subsumption of a drug under a therapy concept does not occur any more. 
This type of problem is hard for a domain expert to find and to amend. 

The next example needs more explanation, but it shows how the propositions are adapted to the 
present task while going through the agents’ processing. Duly reflecting this in the markings is time-
consuming work that presupposes some understanding of the internal processes of the agents.  
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 Ontology proposition ID R1 R2 
1.  haveCharacteristic (polymerase chain reaction, quantitative) 20825 2  
2.  beTreated (patient, leukemia, donor leukocyte infusion, , , cytogenetic remission) 19002 5  
3.  beTransplanted (patient, multiple myeloma, autologous stem cell, , therapy failure) 18907 5  
4.  beTransplanted (patient, leukemia, allogeneic stem cell transplant) 18914 5  
5.  beTreated (patient, leukemia, donor leukocyte infusion, , , complete remission) 19035 5  
6.  beTreated (patient, , cyclosporine) 19058 4 2 
7.  beTreated (patient, leukemia, syngeneic transplantation, , , relapse) 19106 5  
8.  beTransplanted (patient, multiple myeloma) 18939 5  
9.  beTreated (patient, leukemia, donor leukocyte infusion, relapse) 19188 5  
10.  beTreated (patient, leukemia, stem cell transplantation, , , , poor) 19189 5  
11.  beTreated (patient, leukemia, bone marrow transplantation, , , cure) 19190 5  
12.  beTreated (patient, leukemia, autologous peripheral stem cell transplantation, , , relapse) 19202 5  
13.  beTreated (patient, thalassemia, stem cell transplantation, , posttransplantation, cancer) 19241 5  
14.  beTreated (patient, hematologic malignancy, adoptive immunotherapy, , , cure) 19277 4  
15.  beTreated (transplant recipient, lymphoproliferative disorder, adoptive immunotherapy, , 

posttransplantation) 
19317 5  

16.  beTreated (patient, leukemia, therapy, , , cure) 19355 5  
17.  beTreated (child, acute myelogenous leukemia, allogeneic bone marrow transplantation) 19365 4  
18.  administer (, patient, methotrexate) 17685 5 2 
19.  beTreated (patient, disease, drug) 19384 4 3 
20.  beTreated (patient, disease, drug) 19383 3 3 
21.  beMonitored (patient, acute myelogenous leukemia, , polymerase chain reaction, , , , continued 

clinical remission) 
18640 3  

22.  haveCharacteristic (polymerase chain reaction, quantitative) 20825 2 2 
23.  beMonitored (patient, , , real-time polymerase chain reaction assay, bcr-abl transcript level) 18632  1 
24.  beTreated (patient, chronic phase chronic myelogenous leukemia, Glivec, , , complete 

cytogenetic remission) 
18987  1 

25.  beTreated (patient, chronic myelogenous leukemia, interferon alpha-2b) 19056  2 
26.  beTreated (patient, chronic myelogenous leukemia, peptide vaccine, , , immune response) 19207  3 

Table 17. A sentence recognition with second rater’s ontology upgrade 

This is the sentence under discussion with italicized spans receiving correct hits: 
“Imatinib mesylate is a selective tyrosine kinase inhibitor on ABL, c-Kit and PGDF-receptor, and functions 
through competitive inhibition at the ATP-binding site of the enzyme, which leads to growth arrest or 
apoptosis in cells that express BCR-ABL. ” 

Table 18 displays how the agents got along with this sentence and how they were scored. There are 
only two newly introduced propositions (in italics): 19483 and 20513. They perform well. Some 
propositions did not recognize anything in first run, but mark hits in the subsequent run 2. This is due 
to tiny updates, especially in the paraphrase records, that cannot be displayed here. One proposition 
(21113) ceased to produce nonsense hits in the second run, but why remained unclear. It was not 
scored.  

propid proposition R1 R2 
19483 cause (Glivec, , apoptosis)  1 
19650 cellCharacteristic (cell, Philadelphia chromosome, positive) 3 2 
19658 cellCharacteristic (cell, Philadelphia chromosome, positive, , chronic myelogenous leukemia) 2 2 
19661 cellCharacteristic (cell, histocompatibility antigen class II, positive) 5 2 
19726 cellCharacteristic (cell, Philadelphia chromosome, negative) 3 2 
20513 haveCharacteristic (Glivec, protein kinase inhibitor)  1 
20724 haveCharacteristic (NF1 gene, mutation)  3 
20781 haveCharacteristic (Epstein-Barr virus DNA, mutation)  3 
20802 haveCharacteristic (cytochrome c oxidase, point mutation)  3 
21113 haveValue (DNA, 1 µg) 5 * 
21845 medicationCharacteristic (cyclophosphamide, , dosage, , reduced)  2 

Table 18. First and second try of the agents on the same sentence: more and better recognition results 

The main issue here is to explain how the judges’ markings are motivated. This is most conveniently 
demonstrated with propositions of the cellCharacteristic type that are marked as good (2), like:  

19658  
cellCharacteristic (cell, Philadelphia chromosome, positive, , chronic myelogenous leukemia) 

The proposition interprets the cells that express BCR-ABL phrase of the input sentence. On its way to 
application, the basic proposition adapts. A unifier legitimizes that Philadelphia chromosome be 
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substituted by bcr/abl gene. Thus bcr/abl gene is subsumed under the category cell parameter and 
entered as its value. 

The proposition syntax stipulates that only the cell category must be filled with a literally correct 
match concept from input. The other positions of the syntax accept correctly subsumed input concepts 
as far as available, but they are optional.  

The adapted proposition version  
19658  
cellCharacteristic (cell, bcr/abl gene) 

is correct and recognizes its phrase. It provides weaker evidence because of unifier use, so it is scored 
good (2), not very good(1). 

More complicated to explain is the use of the haveCharacteristics propositions like 
20724  
haveCharacteristic (NF1 gene, mutation)  

This proposition is built according to syntax 33995 
haveCharacteristic (Xobject, Xprocess, XqualValue, XquantValue) 

Again, the basic version undergoes changes before it is used for interpreting input. 

The parser tags function as nominal head of a phrase, providing this input sequence: 
function through inhibition at site of enzyme. 

The proposition 20724 is equipped with two unifiers. The first one permits us to replace NF1 gene 
with the concept enzyme, the second one offers only mutation and point mutation as alternatives. Only 
the first one can be applied, enzyme is put in.  

The agents' final recognition result  
haveCharacteristic (enzyme, function)  

is a truism (penalized by the score!), but it is semantically correct, and correctly derived: function is a 
process that can replace mutation, because the agent finds an example legitimizing this subsumption 
in an ontology proposition forged by a domain expert: 

21711  
investigate (proteomic technology, protein, , , function),  

according to syntax 34081 
investigate(XabTechnique, Xobject, XlabTechObject, Xspecimen, Xresult, Xqualrate, Xquantrate). 

Proposition 21711 is formally correct, because in the ontology, a result can be a process or state. A 
function meets this condition, and a mutation does as well.  

Thus the final score satisfactory (3) is motivated by a correct, but very general interpretation. Of 
course, one may ask whether the interpretation is farfetched or a good idea. The agent Rudi searches 
the ontology for an example that legitimizes the intended subsumption, and he follows the human 
expert majority option. This may be too poor. 

Readers may empathize with judges who are tracking a sentence under annotation, even more so if 
they imagine them extracting all individual states of the decision as above from the big log of the 
agents. Under time pressure, a rater may not venture at all in such a detailed investigation simply 
because it seems hard to do or out of reach, in contrast with an overall appreciation drawing on earlier 
experience or whatever source that is readily to hand. 

In the investigation presented here the raters expressed their criticism as far as possible by proposing 
and executing knowledge base fixes. In doing so we obtained some materialized insight into the 
performance of the raters: 

• The second rater found considerable quantities of possible fixes that had not been seen by the 
first. Her gleanings were much more than some items overlooked by the first judge, they were 
a contribution that often enough changed the score. 
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• As thinking time roughly doubled, more ideas had time to emerge. This may seem trivial, but 
it hits a well-known weak point: standard evaluation is scarce in thinking time. Intellectual 
input emerging after the first ideas is not put in, for lack of opportunity. This remains true for 
raters working in parallel, too.  

• The backgrounds of the two judges differed, so that one saw what the other was unable to 
conceive. Both reviewers together coped with a broader area of competence. This turned out 
to be a notable advantage for correct scoring: 

o The biologist was better at assessing factual correctness, she was able to decide where 
the computer scientist was not.  

o The computational intelligence researcher did a better job in following the agents’ 
decision-making especially when propositions had been adapted and paraphrases had 
been used in a non-trivial fashion. She could show that assignments were alright that 
the domain expert had condemned. Some assignments of both raters did not survive 
discussion.  

• Ontology handling was not the problem for both raters, but understanding the consequences of 
a change was easier for the programmer. A domain expert is entitled to not be a programmer.  

• The computer scientist and programmer was more active and successful at expressing her 
opinion constructively, by converting an identified deficit into an error-correcting knowledge 
base update. The domain expert felt she might delegate the implementation of her judgements. 

• Discussion between the two reviewers unearthed additional fixes of the ontology. The agents 
profited from all these corrections. They obtained better knowledge and performed better.  

The two raters concluded that together they performed much better than each of them alone. They 
remembered practices of translators using supervision as a matter of routine. Two pairs of eyes and 
two brains and approximately double time invested in thinking improve assessment quality, especially 
if they come with an extended competence area. If there is no second rater, her contributions are not 
put in. The intellectual quality of the scoring must remain poorer. Reliability suffers. 

When reviewing a scientific paper, two or even more reviewers are used. The reviewers are 
accustomed to stating the degree of their own competence with respect to the paper. An editor will 
integrate their opinions. As a rule, two examiners or more examine a student.  

These examples help to justify the assumption that also in rating summarization systems, cooperating 
judges reach better assessment quality. The reverse says that most current evaluation practice should 
be checked for sufficient intellectual input. Having reviewers work in parallel does not solve the 
problem.  For lack of time, everybody remains confined to the ideas of the first minutes. What cannot 
be done in the available time is not undertaken because it is obviously useless. Thus judges working in 
parallel corroborate with each other not only in their achievements, but also in their limitations. 

After these considerations, a low-cost user-near assessment of summarization can be recommended. 
More emphasis on lightweight evaluation would be helpful for summarization systems. The same is 
true for evaluation from an extrinsic standpoint that comes nearer to the concerns of users. 

5. Conclusion 
After a good-enough evaluation from a user-oriented standpoint, one can note that summarization 
using an ontology-driven information extraction done by agents following human-style strategies 
performs reasonably:  

• We were able to set up a rich task-oriented ontology. Its strengths are the different knowledge 
types that are provided for information extraction and summarization: not only a concept 
hierarchy, but also n-ary propositions, unifiers and paraphrases, to mention only the core 
knowledge types. Ontology propositions are used to identify proposition-sized knowledge 
items in input sentences. With the help of unifiers and paraphrases, they can be assigned 
keeping strictly to the kernel, but also adapting to the information offer from text where 
facultative roles in propositions are concerned. 
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• User interaction takes place on a graphical interface. In question state the interface presents a 
situation-specific form for stating an information need and the suitable partial trees of the 
ontology, in answering state it displays the selected text clips together with links to their home 
positions in the original document.  

• The context from query formulation to answer presentation is maintained by the ontology 
propositions that a user activates with his entries into the interface form. They are stored on 
the session blackboard. 

• A community of cooperating agents share in information extraction and summarization. Every 
single agent’s task is easy to map to thinking acts of users who know how to summarize 
themselves. The agents communicate with each other through simple calls and exchange 
intermediate results via two blackboards, one for the current sentence, one for the whole 
session. 

• The agents succeed in mapping text-based propositions to ontology propositions with 
adaptation to local needs through concept replacement from unifiers, insertion of alternative 
concepts during subsumption, facultative filling of less important argument roles, and 
restructuring of concept organization via paraphrases. 

• The agents make a flexible use of the different knowledge items in the ontology. Ontology 
quality is a main asset for the agents’ results. 

• Evaluation dissociates from mainstream methodology, aiming at informative results in an 
effective fashion that comes nearer to real use of users.  

• We found that the agents perform decently. Raters’ input in thinking time and competence 
made a difference in agent assessment. 

The agents are far from perfect, but they have a big potential for enhancement. It is easy to see where 
their approach can be improved: they may be given some co-agents, they may check hypotheses much 
faster in parallel, their knowledge resources are open for reorganization and extension, they can learn 
to exploit the dependency structure of the parser in a more sophisticated fashion, they should explain 
their decisions, and so on. Deep-knowledge summarization comes out as a feasible and promising 
technique that has chances to inspire trust in users, because it refers to their own intellectual practice. 
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Annex: Agent Heini DispatchProposition: the functional code 
package roles; 
 
// 
// DispatchProposition.java 
//   
// 
//  Created by Brigitte on Sun Dec 15 2004. 
//  Copyright (c) 2004 University of Applied Sciences and Arts, Hannover. All rights reserved. 
// 
 
import java.awt.*; 
import java.io.*; 
import java.util.*; 
 
import de.fhhannover.summitbmt.sqlquery.*; 
import de.fhhannover.summitbmt.nlpstructure.*; 
 
import infrastruct.*; 
 
public class DispatchProposition { 
 
ArrayList done = new ArrayList(0); 
      
public void dispatchNextProp(){ 
  
System.out.println("\n::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::     "); 
System.out.println("Hier ist HEINI!"); 
System.out.println("::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::     "); 
// *********************************************************** 
// In alleTokens kommt die annotierte Analyse des Parsers an.  
// Heini entnimmt daraus die einzelnen Propositionen und unterbreitet 
// sie Hugo zur Pruefung / Interpretation anhand der Ontologie 
// ********************************************************** 
 
// ****************************** 
// Annotierten Parse vom Blackboard holen 
// ****************************** 
ArrayList alleTokens = new ArrayList(0); 
TextBlackBoard tbb = new TextBlackBoard(); 
 
alleTokens = tbb.getAnnotatedParse(); 
System.out.println("\nHeini: Ich habe den annotierten Parse abgeholt, Laenge " + tbb.getAnnotatedParse().size()); 
 
// currentProposition leeren 
ArrayList empty = new ArrayList(); 
tbb.setCurrentProposition(empty);  
// Konzeptpaar fuer Hugo zuruecksetzen 
tbb.setKonzeptvor(0); 
tbb.setKonzeptnach(0); // an der Null erkennt man, dass Hugo die Proposition noch nicht gesehen hat 
 
// ******************** 
// Kontrollrecord vom TextBB abholen 
// ******************** 
done = new ArrayList(0); 
done = tbb.getHeinisDone(); 
System.out.println("\nHeini: mein Kontrollrecord done, aktuelle Laenge " + done.size()); 
int noOfProps = done.size(); // jede Proposition hat ein Tag in done 
 
if (done.size() > 0) { 
// Kontrollausdruck der Abhakliste fuer Propositionen 
for (int i = 1 ; i < done.size(); i++ ){  
System.out.println("\ndone vom TextBB geholt: " + i + " " + done.get(i)); 
} 
} 
 
// ******************** 
// wenn der Satz noch nicht da war, Anzahl der Propositionen ermitteln 
// ******************* 
FdgToken[] candProps = new FdgToken[alleTokens.size()]; 
 
if (done.size() == 0) { // der Satz ist fuer Heini neu 
 
// Buchfuehrung 
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// FdgToken[] candProps = new FdgToken[alleTokens.size()]; 
for ( int i = 0 ; i < alleTokens.size(); i++ ){ 
candProps[i] = (FdgToken) alleTokens.get(i); 
// die Gesamtzahl der Propositionen ermitteln 
// Verbalpropositionen 
if (candProps[i].getCandPropositionId() > noOfProps) { 
         noOfProps = candProps[i].getCandPropositionId(); 
       }  
// Attributpropositionen 
 if (candProps[i].getCandAttrPropId() > noOfProps) { 
         noOfProps = candProps[i].getCandAttrPropId(); 
       }  
// Modifier-Propositionen     
 if (candProps[i].getCandModPropId() > noOfProps) { 
         noOfProps = candProps[i].getCandModPropId(); 
       }     
} // Ende for 
System.out.println("Heini: Zahl der Propositionen im Eingabesatz: " + noOfProps); 
 
// Abhakliste fuer Propositionen anlegen 
 
done.add(0,"yes");  // eine Proposition 0 gibt es nicht 
for(int i= 1 ; i< noOfProps +1 ; i++) {done.add(i,"no"); } // es ist noch nichts erledigt 
 
// Kontrollausdruck der Abhakliste fuer Propositionen 
for (int i = 1 ; i < noOfProps + 1; i++ ){  
System.out.println("done neu angelegt: " + i + " " + done.get(i)); 
} 
 
} // Ende if nur bei Neuzugaengen 
 
 
// ******************** 
// Heinis Aufgabe: Propositionskandidaten in propUp schreiben 
// ******************** 
 
ArrayList propUp = new ArrayList(0); // nimmt Kandidatenproposition auf 
 
// ************************* 
// jetzt kann es losgehen 
// i laeuft durch die Kontrollliste done, bis alle Propositionen erledigt sind 
// ************************* 
eintragen: // eine Proposition bereitlegen 
while (done.indexOf("no")  > 0 ) // es sind noch nicht alle Propositionen abgehakt 
{ 
 
// System.out.println("\nHeini: erste noch unerledigte Proposition im Index: " + done.indexOf("no")); 
for ( int i = 1 ; i < noOfProps + 1; i++ ) 
{ 
 
// nun durch candProps gehen  
// sobald in einem Token eine Propositions-ID gefunden wird, die respektive Proposition auslesen 
// ihr Feld in done auf true setzen, die Zeile / Tokennummer merken  
// die Proposition nach den Vorgaben ihres Typs in propUp schreiben 
// die Verarbeitung anstoßen 
 
for ( int kk = 0 ; kk < alleTokens.size(); kk++ ){ 
 
// System.out.println("\nich bin in Zeile " + kk); 
candProps[kk] = (FdgToken) alleTokens.get(kk); 
 
// *************************** 
// gibt es eine Attributproposition, die noch nicht erledigt ist?  
// *************************** 
if (candProps[kk].getCandAttrPropId() > 0 && done.get(candProps[kk].getCandAttrPropId()).equals("no"))  
{ 
// die Attributproposition wird in propUp eingetragen 
// es gibt kein Verb, darum wird "attr:" als Pseudo-Relationskonzept eingesetzt 
 
System.out.println("Heini: in Zeile " + kk + " eine Attribut-Proposition gefunden: " + candProps[kk].getCandAttrPropId()); 
 
propUp= new ArrayList(); 
 
MiddleToken upTok = new MiddleToken();  
 
// ein Pseudo-Attributprädikat eintragen 
upTok.setLemma("dummy"); 
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upTok.setFunctionType("attr:"); 
upTok.setPropositionRole("attRel"); 
upTok.setOntoPropId(candProps[kk].getCandAttrPropId()); 
propUp.add(upTok); 
 
//jetzt die Attributbasis holen 
for (i = 0 ; i < alleTokens.size(); i++ ){ 
candProps[i] = (FdgToken) alleTokens.get(i); 
if (candProps[i].getCandAttrPropRole() != null && candProps[i].getCandAttrPropRole().equals( "attrbase" )  
    && candProps[i].getCandAttrPropId() == candProps[kk].getCandAttrPropId())  
{ 
upTok = new MiddleToken();  
upTok.setLemma(candProps[i].getLemma()); 
upTok.setWordClass(candProps[i].getMorphology() ); 
upTok.setFunctionType(candProps[i].getDependenceRelation()); 
upTok.setSyntax(candProps[i].getSyntax()); 
upTok.setPropositionRole(candProps[i].getCandAttrPropRole()); 
upTok.setOntoPropId(candProps[i].getCandAttrPropId()); 
propUp.add(upTok); 
 }} 
 
//jetzt das Attribut holen 
for (i = 0 ; i < alleTokens.size(); i++ ){ 
candProps[i] = (FdgToken) alleTokens.get(i); 
if (candProps[i].getCandAttrPropRole() != null && candProps[i].getCandAttrPropRole().equals( "attr" )  
    && candProps[i].getCandAttrPropId() == candProps[kk].getCandAttrPropId())  
{ 
upTok = new MiddleToken();  
upTok.setLemma(candProps[i].getLemma()); 
upTok.setWordClass(candProps[i].getMorphology() ); 
upTok.setFunctionType(candProps[i].getDependenceRelation()); 
upTok.setSyntax(candProps[i].getSyntax()); 
upTok.setPropositionRole(candProps[i].getCandAttrPropRole()); 
upTok.setOntoPropId(candProps[i].getCandAttrPropId()); 
propUp.add(upTok); 
 }} 
 
System.out.println("\nHeini: propUp der Attributproposition " + candProps[kk].getCandAttrPropId() + " fertig!"); 
// erledigt, in done abhaken 
done.set(candProps[kk].getCandAttrPropId(),"yes"); 
 
// an Hugo liefern 
propUpLiefern(propUp); 
 
break eintragen; 
} // Attributproposition geprueft 
 
// ****************************** 
// jetzt eine Modifier-Proposition, abgeleitet von einer Praeposition 
// ****************************** 
 
if (candProps[kk].getCandModPropId() > 0 && done.get(candProps[kk].getCandModPropId()).equals("no"))    
{ 
System.out.println("Heini: in Zeile " + kk + " eine Modifier-Proposition gefunden: " + candProps[kk].getCandModPropId()); 
 
// neue Proposition propUp anfangen 
propUp= new ArrayList(); 
 
// das erste upTok wird gefuellt 
MiddleToken upTok = new MiddleToken();  
 
// ein Modifier-Pseudopraedikat eintragen 
upTok.setLemma("dummy"); 
upTok.setFunctionType("pmod:"); 
upTok.setPropositionRole("prepRel"); 
upTok.setOntoPropId(candProps[kk].getCandModPropId()); 
propUp.add(upTok); 
 
// die realo-Mitglieder der Praepositionalrelation eintragen, der Reihe nach 
 
for (i = 0 ; i < alleTokens.size(); i++ ){ 
candProps[i] = (FdgToken) alleTokens.get(i); 
 
if (candProps[i].getCandModPropRole() != null  
    && candProps[i].getCandModPropId() == candProps[kk].getCandModPropId())  
 
{ 
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upTok = new MiddleToken();  
upTok.setLemma(candProps[i].getLemma()); 
upTok.setWordClass(candProps[i].getMorphology() ); 
upTok.setFunctionType(candProps[i].getDependenceRelation()); 
upTok.setSyntax(candProps[i].getSyntax()); 
upTok.setPropositionRole(candProps[i].getCandModPropRole()); 
upTok.setOntoPropId(candProps[i].getCandModPropId()); 
propUp.add(upTok); 
 }} 
  
System.out.println("\nHeini: propUp der Modifierproposition " + candProps[kk].getCandModPropId() + " fertig!");  
// erledigt, in done abhaken 
System.out.println("\nHeini: Ich hake eine Modifierproposition in done ab: " + candProps[kk].getCandModPropId()); 
done.set(candProps[kk].getCandModPropId(), "yes"); 
// an Hugo liefern 
propUpLiefern(propUp); 
 
break eintragen; 
} // Ende Modifierproposition pruefen 
 
/// ****************************** 
// gibt es eine verbale Proposition? 
// ****************************** 
if (candProps[kk].getCandPropositionId() > 0 && done.get(candProps[kk].getCandPropositionId()).equals("no"))   
 
{ 
 
System.out.println("\nHeini: in Zeile " + kk + " eine Verbalproposition gefunden: " + candProps[kk].getCandPropositionId()); 
 
// neue Proposition propUp anfangen 
propUp = new ArrayList(); 
 
// ****************************** 
// die Proposition wird in propUp eingetragen, das Verb kommt zuerst, dann die Argumente 
// zuerst das Prädikat ermitteln 
// ****************************** 
 
for (i = 0 ; i < alleTokens.size(); i++ ){ 
 
candProps[i] = (FdgToken) alleTokens.get(i); 
 
if (candProps[i].getCandPropositionRole() != null && candProps[i].getCandPropositionRole().equals( "pred" )  
 && candProps[i].getCandPropositionId() == candProps[kk].getCandPropositionId())  
{ 
MiddleToken upTok = new MiddleToken();  
upTok.setLemma(candProps[i].getLemma()); 
upTok.setWordClass(candProps[i].getMorphology() ); 
upTok.setFunctionType(candProps[i].getDependenceRelation()); 
upTok.setSyntax(candProps[i].getSyntax()); 
upTok.setPropositionRole(candProps[i].getCandPropositionRole()); 
upTok.setOntoPropId(candProps[i].getCandPropositionId()); 
propUp.add(upTok); 
 } 
 
 } 
 
//jetzt die Argumente holen 
for (i = 0 ; i < alleTokens.size(); i++ ){ 
candProps[i] = (FdgToken) alleTokens.get(i); 
if (candProps[i].getCandPropositionRole() != null &&  
 (candProps[i].getCandPropositionRole().equals( "arg" ) || candProps[i].getCandPropositionRole().equals( "praep" )) 
    && candProps[i].getCandPropositionId() == candProps[kk].getCandPropositionId())  
{ 
MiddleToken upTok = new MiddleToken();  
upTok.setLemma(candProps[i].getLemma()); 
upTok.setWordClass(candProps[i].getMorphology() ); 
upTok.setFunctionType(candProps[i].getDependenceRelation()); 
upTok.setSyntax(candProps[i].getSyntax()); 
upTok.setPropositionRole(candProps[i].getCandPropositionRole()); 
upTok.setOntoPropId(candProps[i].getCandPropositionId()); 
propUp.add(upTok); 
 }} 
 
// ***************** 
// integration of subject from calling clause omitted for the sake of brevity 
// ***************** 
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System.out.println("\nHeini: aktuelle Zeile: " + kk); 
//System.out.println("\nHeini: Lemma der aktuellen Zeile: " + candProps[kk].getLemma()); 
System.out.println("\nHeini: propUp der Verbalproposition " + candProps[kk].getCandPropositionId() + " fertig!");  
System.out.println("\nIch hake eine Verbalproposition in done ab: " + candProps[kk].getCandPropositionId()); 
done.set(candProps[kk].getCandPropositionId(), "yes"); 
// an Hugo liefern 
propUpLiefern(propUp); 
break eintragen; 
 
} // Ende Verbalproposition pruefen 
 
 
} // Ende for, Durchlauf durch alle Tokens 
 
} // Ende for, noOfProps 
 
} // Ende while, Kontrollliste done abarbeiten 
 
System.out.println("\nHEINI fertig zum return!"); 
return; 
 
} // Ende dispatchNextProp 
 
public void propUpLiefern(ArrayList propUp){ 
 
// Die aktuelle Belegung von propUp 
System.out.println("\n::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::"); 
System.out.println("Heini: Textbasierte Proposition in propUp eingetragen"); 
System.out.println("::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::"); 
MiddleToken[] upTok = new MiddleToken[propUp.size()];  
for (int i = 0; i < propUp.size() ; i++ ){  
upTok[i] = (MiddleToken) propUp.get(i); 
System.out.println(i + " " + upTok[i].getLemma() + " "+ upTok[i].getWordClass() + " "+ upTok[i].getSyntax() + " " 
  + upTok[i].getFunctionType() + " "+ upTok[i].getPropositionRole() + " "+ upTok[i].getOntoPropId()); 
} 
 
// ******************************** 
// Hugo ist als naechster dran 
// ******************************** 
 
// aktuelle propUp fuer Hugo auf das TextBB legen 
TextBlackBoard tbb = new TextBlackBoard(); 
tbb.setCurrentProposition(propUp); 
System.out.println("\n::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::"); 
System.out.println("Heini: Die propUp fuer Hugo in currentProposition geschrieben, Laenge " + 
tbb.getCurrentProposition().size()); 
System.out.println("::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::"); 
 
// fuer Hugo die Startkonzepte setzen 
tbb.setKonzeptvor(-7); // Startzustand 
tbb.setKonzeptnach(-7); // Startzustand 
 
// Kontrollrecord done auf das TextBB legen 
tbb.setHeinisDone(done); 
 
} // Lieferung erledigt 
 
} 

 

 


